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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF THE PULSAR IN A BINARY SYSTEM
(February 1979)
Lee A. Fowler, B.A., Cornell University
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Joseph H. Taylor
For the past four years, PSR 1913+16 has been observed
extensively at radio frequencies for purposes of better
understanding the pulsar and the binary system of which it
is a member. With the data obtained, a preliminary deter-
mination of the individual masses of the pulsar and the
undetected companion is now available. It is also possible
to place more stringent limits on the possible stellar type
of the companion.
After a brief review of the salient characteristics
of pulsars and of the binary pulsar, the data acquisition
procedure at the Arecibo Observatory is discussed. The
data reduction computer programs and the least squares fit
method are described, by which pulse arrival times are used
to produce estimates of the pulsar and orbital values and
formal errors. A table of best currently available esti-
mates is presented. The formal errors are then discussed
in view of measurement uncertainties and possible systematic
errors present in the arrival time data.
Flux density measurements of the radio radiation at
vil
430 mz and lil20 MHz are presented. These measurements show
possible variation of the flux over the last few years. The
dispersion measure of the pulsar is found to be 171.64 ±
.01 pc cm ^, and shows no significant variation with the
orbital phase of the pulsar, allowing strong limits to be
set on the local electron density. Pulse shapes for 430 MHz
and 1420 MHz are presented. The integrated pulse profile at
430 MHz is found to be -25% linearly polarized. An unsuc-
cessful search for a hypothetical pulsar companion is des-
cribed.
A method for determining and independently checking the
individual masses of the system components is described, and
preliminary calculations presented. The puis ar mass is
(.9 ± '^^^Q ^^'^ "^^^ companion mass is (1.9 ± .6)Mg. These
masses are in good agreement with the independent check
available. The indications are that the system behaves
dynamically as two point masses.
We also report a preliminary determination of a decrease
of the orbital period of the binary system. This decrease
is consistent with the interpretation that energy is being
lost to the system by radiation of gravitational waves as
predicted by General Relativity. A change of the 430 MHz
mean pulse shape between 1977 July and 197S June is suggest-
ive of a relativistic precession of the pulsar's spin axis
due to spin-orbit interactions in the system. The observa-
tions to date are also used to test the viability of metric
viii
theories of gravity that have been suggested as alternatives
to General Relativity.
Proposed evolutionary scenarios of the binary system
are summarized and their contribution to the understanding
of the companion's stellar type evaluated. Two observa-
tional tests of possible white dwarf and helium core star
companions are presented, with the conclusion that these
objects are becoming increasingly unlikely as possible
companions. After discussion of a tentative optical de-
tection of a faint object at the timing position of the
pulsar, at variance with the weight of the findings of this
dissertation, a prospectus for future observations is given.
A final summary follows. All of the studies reported in
this dissertation are consistent with the binary system's
consisting of the observed pulsar in orbit with a roughly
1 - 2 Mq companion which behaves like a point m.ass. Possible
companions are: a slowly rotating white dwarf, a black hole,
or a neutron star. The latter object is favored on evolu-
tionary grounds.
ix
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
§1. A First Look
The discovery of the first pulsar was made in late I967
by Jocelyn Bell, a graduate student of Cambridge University
astronomer Anthony Hewish (Hewish et al. I968)
. Several
hundred pulsars have since been discovered. Understanding
of the physical processes involved in these fascinating ob-
jects has advanced considerably since initial startled spec-
ulation about alien civilizations. Pulsars are now believed
to be rapidly rotating neutron stars; their characteristic
regular bursts of radio radiation are interpreted as flashes
from a continuous beam of intense radio emission repeatedly
carried through our line of sight by the star's rotation.
There are 320 pulsars known as of 1978 July. Among
these pulsars, it appears that PSR 1913+I6 is the only one
that is a member of a binary system. The lack of binary pul
sar systems seems unusual at first, since roughly half of
the stars in our galaxy are found in binary and multiple sys
terns. The explanation is likely to be found in the evolu-
tionary history of such systems.
The one known exception, PSR 1913+16, is the topic of
my dissertation, and may well prove to be as exciting a
probe into the physical universe as pulsars themselves. The
im.portance of finding a pulsar in a binary system will be
1
2clearer after a brief review of some of the pertinent proper-
ties of pulsars.
§ 2
.
A Brief Review of Pulsars
The single most significant characteristic of pulsars,
and the key to the importance of the binary pulsar, is their
highly regular pulsation rate. Pulsars have been observed
with periods ranging between 33 us and ^.3 s. With the ex-
ception of the binary pulsar, these periods are constant to
about 1 part in 10^"* per period, and most are many orders of
magnitude better. The pulsed emission usually occupies only
a small fraction of the pulsar period, called the duty cycle.
Observed duty cycles for most pulsars are around 1% to 5% •
The source of energy for the pulsar appears to be the
spin of the neutron star itself (Gold 1968). Spin down
rates (or period first derivatives) have been observed for
a number of pulsars, and range from an enormous 36 ns per
day for the Crab nebula pulsar ( PSR 0531+21) to less than
2 X 10"^^ s per day, the smallest detected first derivative,
for PSR 1952+29.
Each pulsar has its distinctive signature, the mean
pulse shape. When individual pulses from hundreds or thou-
sands of periods are added together and plotted as intensity
against time over a period, a very stable mean (or integra-
ted) pulse profile emerges. The stability of the profile
most likely has its genesis in an extremely strong magnetic
field of approximately 10'' gauss ( Radhakrishnan and Cooke
1969) which is rigidly anchored to the surface of the neu-
tron star. Although large variations in individual pulses
are observed, the shape of the mean pulse profile seems to
be constant over many years (Kelfand et_ al. 1975). The
polarization of the integrated profiles has also been stud-
led (Manchester et al. 1975). Many pulsars have some degree
of linear polarization, with the radio signal almost com-
pletely polarized in a few cases. Circular polarization is
sometimes present, usually ar around 5% of the total inten-
sity .
The structure and polarization of single pulses on mil-
lisecond and microsecond tim.escales are currently receiving
considerable attention (Cordes and Hankins 1977), as they
contain much informiation about the emission mechanism and
pulsar magnetosphere
.
However, the binary pulsar is too
weak for studies of single pulses with current techniques.
i ) Pulsar timing.
Because many of the results of our research are based
on a timing analysis of the pulsar, it is appropriate to
include a brief description of information gained by timing
pulse arrivals from other pulsars. The period (and period
derivative v;hen detectable) are found from the pulse repe-
tition rate. Additionally, the arrival time depends on the
location and motion of the earth and the angle between the
earth and the pulsar as measured at the center of mass of
the solar system. Because the earth's orbit is about 1000
light-seconds across, an arrival time measurement accuracy
of about 100 ys allows a determination of the position of
the pulsar to -0.1 arcsec in the best cases. From changes
in this timing position over several years, proper motions
of a few pulsars have been determined. By timing the arri-
val of the same pulse at different frequencies, the disper-
sion measure of the pulsar can be calculated (see section
III-3 for details)
.
ii ) Theoretical models.
It is now widely agreed that pulsars are highly magnet-
ized rotating neutron stars. The high stability and short-
ness of period and the smallness of the duty cycle caused
the eventual rejection of other suggested physical models,
such as pulsating neutron stars and pulsating or rotating
white dwarfs. A neutron star is an extremely condensed star
containing about one solar mass in an object of about 10 km
radius. The magnetic field is of order 10^^ gauss and is
rigidly locked into place by the crystalline surface formed
by iron nuclei at high density and pressure (Ruderman 1972).
The exact form of the magnetosphere of the pulsar has not
yet been determined, and the emission mechanism whereby the
Intense radio emission is generated and collimated into a
narrow beam is not understood (Manchester et a_l. 1973?
Komesaroff 1970, Radhakrishnan and Cooke 1969) . The most
probable location of the emission region is at or near the
5magnetic polar region of the neutron star. A beam of coher-
ent radiation is emitted by energetic particles in the pres-
ence of the large magnetic and electric fields. The rota-
tion of the pulsar (since the magnetic field can be offset
from the spin axis) then causes this beam to sweep across
our line of sight. The many specific models that have been
proposed are reviewed in the literature cited above.
§ 3 . The Binary Pulsar
The binary pulsar was discovered by Hulse and Taylor
(1975a) during the course of a very sensitive systematic
search for pulsars conducted at the Arecibo Observatory.
The description of the instrumentation and search techniques
used in the pulsar survey can be found in Hulse. and Taylor
(1975b). The pulsar was of immediate interest because it
had the second shortest period yet discovered. Subsequent
attempts to determine the period to an accuracy of ±1 ys
were thwarted by changes in the observed period by as much
as 8 ys in 5 minutes. (Compare with 36 ns per day for the
Crab pulsar.) It soon became apparent that the period
changes could be understood as Doppler shifts resulting from
orbital motion of the pulsar around a companion object.
Under this assumption, radial velocities of the pulsar were
obtained over an entire orbital period, and plotted as a
function of orbital phase. The velocity curve resulting
from that plot has been replotted without the data points as
6the heavy line in figure I-l.
The orbital elements of the system were determined in
the same fashion as solving for the elem.ents of a single
line spectroscopic binary system (Aitken 196M)
. The orbital
period is slightly less than a third of a day, and the orbit
has a semimajor axis of about 1 solar radius. The orbit is
very eccentric (e z .617) and the major axis of the ellipse
lies nearly in the plane of the sky, the reason for the sym-
metry of the heavy line in figure I-l. The inclination
angle between the orbital plane and the plane of the sky is
indeterminate in the single line binary solution. The draw-
ing of the system shown in figure 1-2 is for i = 90°. The
complete set of our best orbital parameters is given in
Table II-3.
It was immediately obvious that the system could be an
excellent testing ground for various general relat ivisric
effects and alternative gravitational theories (Hulse and
Taylor 1975a, Esposito and Harrison 1975) • The extremely
regular pulsar signal provides a good "clock in an orbit"
and the eccentric orbit moves the pulsar in and out of the
gravitational field of the companion.
The companion of the pulsar cannot be a main sequence
star. The type of companion star is restricted by the size
of the semimajor axis, the lack of pulsar eclipses, and the
observed rate of advance of periastron (described below).
Initial calculations published in the discovery paper showed
0 0.5 1.0
ORBIT PHASE
1,5
Figure I-l. The velocity curve of the pulsar as a
function of orbit phase. The heavy line Indicates
the curve for 197^ September. The dashed line Is
for 1978 March. The velocity of the pulsar Is
about one thousandth the velocity of light near
perlastron.
Figure 1-2. The orbit of the pulsar with
respect to the center of mass. For an
observer in the plane of the page, the
inclination angle is 90°.
that the geometrical constraints of the system all but rule
out main sequence stars. Masters and Roberts (1975) subse-
quently have shown that the classical periastron advance
from rotational and tidal distortions of a main sequence
companion would be at least a thousand times larger than the
observed value. Therefore the companion must be a compact
object: a neutron star, black hole, helium core, or white
dwarf.
In the absence of rotational or tidal distortion of the
companion, the entire periastron advance will be due to Gen-
eral Relativity. The relativlstic rate of periastron ad-
vance per orbit, w^^, for a system comprised of a pulsar of
mass M and a companion of mass M is
p c
where e is the orbital eccentricity and f is the mass func-
^ m
tlon. The mass function can be evaluated in terms of meas-
ured quantities and Kepler's laws.
We then have that co^^ for the binary system (in deg yr~M
w,^ . ^.i05 (^'/ 7'-"' (1-3)
and an advance of about 4 deg yr~^ was anticipated (Hulse and
Taylor 1975a). Compare this value to the ^3 arcsec century"^
for the perihelion advance of Mercury, the magnitude of this
10
effect in the solar system. In addition, the transverse
Doppler shift and gravitational redshift should be measur-
able. And if observations are carried on long enough, a
decrease in the orbital period might be measurable. The
decrease could be due to energy loss by gravitation radia-
tion and would provide the first proof of the existence of
gravitational waves.
After a year of observations, another paper was pub-
lished (Taylor et al. 1976). More accurate values for the
pulsar and orbital parameters were presented, including a
determination of the periastron advance. (Best current
value is (L ~ ^.22°/yr.) If (L = a)^„, then the total mass of
the system can be determ.ined from (1-2).
hr * dp^llc - 2..M0 H© (1-4)
The dashed line in figure I-l is the velocity curve for the
binary pulsar in 1978 March. The advance of periastron has
destroyed the symmetry and substantially changed the shape
of the curve.
§ 4 . Dissertation Contents
I have several reasons for writing this dissertation.
The first and foremost is to report and summarize research I
have been engaged in over the past three years towards ful-
fillment of m.y Ph.D. requirements. The second reason is to
document extensively the data I have acc.uired so that it
11
will be of maximum use in future studies of the binary pul-
sar. Finally, I wish to review theoretical work to date,
and describe recent improvements in the observational tech-
niques which may lead to additional results in the near
future
.
The second chapter contains the documentation of the
data. The first sections deal with the observing sessions
and telescope systems at Arecibo Observatory, and the data
reduction programs at Amherst. The final two sections pre-
sent the results of the timing analysis and comment on the
presence of random and systematic errors, their origins and
effects on the timing results.
Chapter III concerns itself with other studies I have
made of the pulsar, including flux measurements, determina-
tion of the dispersion measure, description of the mean pulse
shape and the polarization of the pulsar, and the results of
a search for a radio pulsar comxpanion.
Chapter IV describes the various relativistic effects
and tests the system may make possible. Current results of
tests on some alternative gravitational theories are repor-
ted. I also present a discussion of additional relativistic
effects that may be observable in the system when a longer
time base and higher quality timing data are available.
Chapter V summarizes theoretical work on the evolution-
ary history of the system ending with a synopsis of what I
have learned and anticipating what progress can be made in
12
the immediate future.
CHAPTER II
DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
§ 1
.
Introduction
This chapter contains a thorough discussion of the
arrival time data and of Its use In obtaining estimates of
the pulsar parameters and binary system orbital elements.
The next section Is a general description of some of the
requirements of binary pulsar timing. Section 3 describes
the 430 MHz and 1^120 MHz observing systems of the 305 m
telescope at the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
at Areclbo, P.R. The data reduction programs and the pul-
sar tlmilng equation are discussed In section 4. A table
of the final values of the pulsar and orbital parameters
Is presented In this section, however comprehensive dis-
cussion of the results Is deferred to chapter IV. The
final section presents an analysis of the various random
and systematic errors present In the data, an estimate of
their magnitude, and the degree to which they affect the
results
.
§ 2 . Binary Pulsar Timing Requirements
This section Is concerned with requirements that are
placed on the telescope and computer data taking programs
for determining accurate arrival times from PSR 1913+16.
The binary pulsar is estimated from its dispersion measure
13
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to be about 5 kpc distant. The pulsed emission is corres-'
pondingly extremely weak and the first consideration is
always one of having sufficient bandwidth and long enough
integration times to achieve a reasonable signal-to-noise
ratio. The length of the integration has a natural upper
limit of about 20 minutes, determined by the necessity of
having several data samples as the pulsar moves rapidly
through periastron passage. In practice, 5 minute integra-
tions were generally used.
There is also a limit to the bandwidth that can be
used. The presence of free electrons in the interstellar
medium causes the pulse to arrive successively later at low-
er frequencies. The time lag between the undelayed signal
and the actual arrival is proportional to the dispersion
measure and the inverse square of the observing frequency.
For the binary pulsar, the pulse lags by about 1/3 of the
period across a 1 MHz bandwidth at 430 MHz. The pulse
smeared by such a large amount is clearly unsuitable for
pulse timing, and the technique that has evolved to allevi-
ate this problem involves chopping up the incoming band-
width into many discrete channels with a multichannel fil-
ter-bank. The signal output from each channel is then
delayed by an interval appropriate for its center frequency
and the dispersion measure of the pulsar. The outputs can
then be summed to achieve the full bandwidth of the filter-
bank, yet suffer only the dispersive smearing present across
15
an individual filter. The 32 x 20 kHz filter-bank receiver
used at 430 MHz caused 3^0 ys of dispersive smearing.
The radio spectrum of the pulsar is such that the flux
Of the pulsar at 1420 MHz is only 1/6 of the flux received
at 430 MHz. For this reason, all of the early timing data
was taken at 430 MHz. However, with the acquisition of a
2 X 32 X 250 kHz filter-bank in 1977 July, it became possi-
ble to use the 1420 MHz telescope system. The poorer tele-
scope gain is offset by the better system temperature at the
higher frequency. The 16 MHz bandwidth of signal compensates
for the decreased pulsar flux, and the dispersive smearing
across one 250 kHz channel at 1420 MHz is only 130 ys. This
compares to 3^0 us of smearing across the 20 kHz filters used
at 430 MHz. Timing data taken at the higher frequency is of
superior quality and measurement error is estimated to be no
more than about 60 ys for a single 5 minute integration
arrival time.
The timing data were recorded using one of two different
computer programs at Arecibo. In the first case, the digi-
tized output from the telescope was sampled under computer
control and written onto magnetic tape without additional
processing. The magnetic tapes were then brought to Amherst
for subsequent processing. In the terminology of this dis-
sertation, these data were collected with fast-sampling tech-
niques. The second case is referred to as on-line folding.
The digitized signal was sampled in a fashion similar to the
16
fast-sampling case. The resulting samples are then summed
into a 1024 word array in such a way that the pulse phase is
maintained and an average profile is produced as the data
are collected. On-line folding requires an accurate know-
ledge of the pulsar period at the time of observing; errors
introduced by poor periods cannot be removed later. The
fast-sampling scheme is attractive in that the data can be
refolded as improved pulsar periods become available. How-
ever, the magnetic tape consumption and the off-line data
reduction processing pose problems of their own.
In all observing setups, the final signal was smoothed
by an RC time constant just before digitizing, sam.pling and
recording on magnetic tape. The amount of sm.oothing used
depended on several factors. Large time constants improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal; however, if good
time resolution is desired, too much smoothing can destroy
information. Also, the intervals between samples should be
less than or comparable to the smoothing time constant.
Under-sampling, the case when the sampling interval is larger
than the RC smoothing time constant, is ill advised, as in-
formation is once again being discarded. Over-sampling is
not as serious; the redundant information being recorded
can be discarded at a later time. The polariraetry data and
some of the 430 MHz data were rather drastically over-sampled
owing to the inflexibility of an Areclbo observing program.
Otherwise, sampling rates were appropriate for the amount of
17
smoothing and dispersive smearing present in the data.
§ 3
.
Data Acquisition
i) The 430 MHz Observation System.
The initial discovery and almost all of the observa-
tions through 1976 December were made at 430 MHz. The
actual 430 MHz system changed very little over the 4 years
of use, and the description is appropriate for all the 430
MHz observations with only minor changes.
All observations were made with the 96 foot dual cir-
cular polarization line feed. The signal from the line feed
undergoes initial amplification at the base of the feed, and
then is mixed down to 30 MHz intermediate frequency (IP) and
sent to the receiver room in the control building. Figrure
II-l is a brief block diagram of the 430 MHz system as used
in 1977 July. The parameters describing the 430 MHz system
are listed in Table II-l.
li) The 1420 MHz System.
Upon the completion of a 2 x 32 x 250 kHz filter-bank,
the standard timing observing frequency was shifted to 1420
MHz. The Increase in bandwidth (2 polarizations each 8 MHz
vs
.
1 polarization at .64 MHz) offset the decrease in the
intrinsic pulsar flux density (.6 mJy at 1420 MHz as opposed
to 4 mJy at 4 30 MHz). The expected improvement in arrival
times xvas realized. Measurement uncertainty for arrival
times taken in 197° March-April was 60 ys, an improvement
18
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Figure II-l. Block diagram of the
^30 MHz system at Arecibo Observatory.
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Figure II-2. Block diagram of the 1^20 Mz
system at Arecibo Observatory.
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Table II-l. Technical information on the il30 MHz
and 1^20 MKz receivers and feeds at
Areclbo Observatory.
21
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of better than a factor of 3 over the I430 MHz observations.
All 1420 MHz observations made use of the HO foot line
feed. Both circularly polarized signals from the feed are
mixed down to 260 MHz and sent to the control room. There,
the signals are downconverted to a final intermediate fre-
quency (IP) of 30 MHz. Figure II-2 is a block diagram of
the 1420 MHz telescope system. The specifics for the 1420
MHz are also listed in Table II-l.
iii) 430 mz Data Taking Setup.
There were a few modifications made in the 430 MHz
data taking setup. The setup used in 1977 July is de-
scribed below, and values of the RC smoothing time constant
and sampling rates used for other observing sessions can be
found in Table II-2.
The data acquisition system consisted of a 32 x 20
kHz filter-bank receiver and a digital dedlspersing device
(Boriakoff 1973). The left hand circular polarization
(LHCP) signal was introduced to the filter-bank and the 32
channels of detected outputs sent to the dedisperser. The
clock rate of the dedisperser was adjusted such that longer
delays introduced in successively higher frequency channels
exactly compensated for the dispersive delays due to the
interstellar medium. The 32 channels were then summed,
reconverted to an analog signal, and smoothed by a .1ms
RC time constant.
The signal was then redigitized and sampled by the ob-
Table II-2. Details of binary timing observations.
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servatory's CDC 3300 computer. A 1024 point average pulse
profile was accumulated every 5 minutes. These averages,
as well as the start time of the integration interval, were
recorded on magnetic tape and brought to Amherst for addi-
tional processing. For some observing sessions, the raw
data was written directly onto tape and the signal averag-
ing was completed in Amherst. A block diagram of the data
taking setup is presented in Figure II-3.
Iv) 1420 MHz Data Taking Setup.
The 1420 MHz data taking setup was similar in most re-
spects to the 430 MHz setup. However, both circular polar-
izations could be used. The 64 channel filter-bank was used
in the 2 x 32 mode, and each pair of frequency channels were
summed after detection, so that the input to the dedlspers-
Ing device was again 32 channels. After dedispersion, the
channels were summed and smoothed by a . 1 ms RC time con-
stant. The signal was digitized and sampled by the observa-
tory computer as before. The block diagram is shown in Fig-
ure II-4.
v) The Swept L.O. System.
The final 31 timing points were acquired with a new
data taking system. The Swept L.O. system uses pre-detect-
ion dispersion removal and should reduce measurement error
to below that obtainable at 430 MHz or 1420 MHz with the
present setup (McCulloch, Taylor, and Weisberg 1978) . The
LHCP
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data were taken at 430 MHz. The new system is described in
the last chapter.
§ 4
.
Data Reduction
The scheme used to reduce the data is depicted in Fig-
ure II-5. The number of different reducing programs was
kept to a minimum. Eventually only 2 major programs were
used in the calculation of pulse arrival times. The treat-
ment of the data was kept as uniform as possible from run
to run.
i) Description of the Folding Program.
The fast-sampled data from Arecibo had to be folded
modulo the appropriate pulsar period in order to build up
the 5 minute average profiles used to calculate arrival
times. Thus, accurate pulsar periods were needed over the
time the data were taken. The folding periods were calcu-
lated directly from the least-squares fit program.
ii ) Calculation of Arrival Times.
The average profiles were then processed to determine
the pulse arrival times. The time of phase zero for the
profile is known, having been recorded on the data tape to
a nominal accuracy of 1 ys. The time to the center of the
pulse is determined by fitting the 5 minute average pulse
with a standard profile formed by summing in phase many 5
minute averages. In the fit, the baseline, scale, and shift
Fast-sampled data On-line data
Fold data to
5 minute
average profile
Compress and
reformat data
for arrival time
calculation
BINFOLD
BINPACK
Calculate 5 minute
average pulse arrival
time and punch
arrival time card
Linearized least squares
fit to improve parameter
estimates
Find fluxes and pulse
shapes for different
orbital phases
BINTIME>
TEMPOK
> BINFLUX
> OTHER
Figure II-5. The data reduction
sequence
.
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of the standard profile relative to the 5 minute average is
determined. The values determined for the three parameters
are those that minimize the sum of the squared difference
between the standard profile and the 5 minute average. This
procedure automatically weighs the fit of the standard pro-
file to the average by the steepest parts of the profiles
because a small change in the baseline, scaling, or shift of
the standard profile leads to an increase in the sum of the
squared difference dominated by contributions from these
sharp rise or fall times within the pulse. The pulse shape
of PSR 1913+16 has a rise time of only a few hundred micro-
seconds and is therefore excellent for timing purposes.
Since the accurate shifts necessary to align the profiles
are then available, a new standard profile could be created,
and the process repeated until the best arrival times possi-
ble are obtained.
iii ) The Least Squares Fit Program.
An understanding of the least squares fit routine is
critical to the understanding of the complex timing analysis
of the binary pulsar. Much judgment must be exercised and
testing performed before accepting as "real" the estimates
of parameters and errors made by the program. The following
is a description of the program in brief and then a discus-
sion of the timing equation for a pulsar in a binary system.
The inpur to the fitting routines consists of a series
of arrival time cards, each one containing the measured
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pulse arrival time and other required information such as
the observing frequency. These arrival times (in Coordi-
nated Universal Time as measured by the observatory clock)
are then converted to solar system barycentric arrival
times. The light travel time from the earth to the bary-
center and the relativistic clock correction are determined
from the earth's position. Next, the arrival time is cor-
rected for the effects of dispersive delay. First the Dop-
pler shift due to the earth's motion is removed from the
observing frequency to obtain the true frequency observed
at rest with respect to the dispersive medium. The dis-
persion measure is then used to calculate the delay exper-
ienced by the pulse against a pulse at infinite frequency
which experiences no delay. The barycentric arrival time
is corrected by this delay so that arrival tim.es of differ-
ent frequencies can be compared.
Next, residuals are calculated. The current best guess
values of the pulsar and orbital parameters are used to pre-
dict an expected arrival time for each observed arrival
time. The residuals (observed - calculated) are nonzero
because of innaccuracies in the input values, measurement
errors associated with the arrival tim.es, and possible clock
errors. The residuals are then weighted by a factor propor-
tional to the inverse square of the estimated measurement
uncertainty, generally taken as the rms internal scatter of
the timing data in a given observing run. The internal
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scatter is an indication of the amount of measurement uncer-
tainty present in the data, and the amount of information
gained from the data is maximized by the weighting scheme
used. Using a least squares fit to the residuals, correc-
tions to the input values are calculated and new best guess
values found. These new values can be used as input values
for additional iterations if necessary. The final values,
along with their associated uncertainty estimates, consti-
tute the output of the least squares fit routine. An impor-
tant check of several aspects of the arrival time analysis
was performed. A version of the least squares fit routine
was written to predict arrival times from the initial esti-
mates. These arrival tim.es could then be fitted with the
least squares fit routine as a self consistency check.
Even in the presence of erroneous initial estimates of the
parameters and as much as 1 ms of added zero mean gaussian
noise, the least squares fit recovered the initial estimates
to within the formal errors (as determined by the added
noise). This self consistency was important as a check on
the arrival times used in calculating the on-line folding
periods and as a demonstration of the fitting routine's
ability to recover the pulsar and orbital parameters in the
presence of innaccurate initial guesses and measurement
noise. The generated arrival times with added noise could
also be used to predict the magnitude of formal errors in
fitted parameters that should .be present for the various
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observing sessions given their differing amounts of measure-
ment error.
iv) The Timing Equation.
The rotational frequency v(t) of the pulsar at the neu-
tron star surface can be expressed as a Taylor series expan-
sion about some initial time t = 0.
VW-V,*v't .Vt^* 0(^J (ii-i)
where Vq is the rotational frequency at time t = 0. v and v
are the first and second time derivatives of the frequency,
and are related to the period time derivatives as follows:
z
Higher order derivatives of v are discarded. The v term for
PSR 1913+16 is too small for detection, and can likewise be
ignored in the expansion.
Eq. (II-l) is true at the surface of the pulsar. For
other pulsars, the equation also holds true at the barycenter
of the solar system, if P and P are redefined slightly to
take into account the relative motion and acceleration of the
pulsar, and t is now defined as the arrival time of the pulse
at the barycenter, adjusted to infinite frequency. For PSR
1913+16, the situation is vastly more complicated. The loca-
tion of the pulsar in its orbit around the companion can in-
troduce delays of ~±2 seconds due to light travel time across
the orbit, some four or five orders of magnitude larger than
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typical measurement uncertainty of
-loo ys. The gravitational
redshift and transverse Doppler effects introduce cumulative
delays of 5 to 10 ms
.
(The term.s are discussed more fully in
chapter IV.) Also included in the arrival time equation are
the effects of -20 ys to 100 ys amplitude due to small non-
Keplerian distortions of the orbit and gravitational propaga-
tion delay as predicted by General Relativity. The overall
cycle of delays in arrival times is shown in Figure II-6. The
heavy line is appropriate for delays at the time of discovery;
the dashed line shows the effect of the advance of periastron
on the system. Needless to say, the interaction of the final
pulsar and orbital parameters that go into the arrival time
equation is quite complex, and a brief description of the full
timing equation is given in Appendix I. Additional informa-
tion and more detailed derivations can be found in Manchester
and Taylor (1977), Blandford and Teukolsky (1976, hereafter
referred to as B & T), and Epstein (1977). The notation used
here follows that of Epstein.
The arrival time equation is of the form
N= NCt,li) (II-3)
where t is the barycentric arrival time of the Nth pulse, and
are parameters to be fitted. Using best guess values for
the C^'s gives rise to a residual R(t) for each arrival time.
For small residuals, errors in the Cj_'s, one can use a lin-
earized form
36
0 0.5 I.O 1.5
ORBIT PHASE
Figure II-6. Pulse arrival time delay curves for
the pulsar. The heavy line indicates 197^ September,
the dashed line 1978 March. The indicated data
points bear error bars 1000 times the measurement
uncertainties of actual data taken at those times.
The time delay across the entire orbit is about 4
seconds
.
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(II-4)
For the simple expansion of (II-l), N(t) is obtained by
grating v(t)l5 so that (dropping 0(v))
The corrections are obtained by solving the set of simul-
taneous linear equations of At the same time, a formal
error can be calculated to estimate the precision of each of
the values of the parameters, given the statistical errors
of the data set and their goodness of fit to the arrival time
equation. Table II-3 gives a list of the final best fit val-
ues obtained by analyzing the data described above. Discus-
sion of the values is deferred to chapter IV. Figure II-7 is
a plot of timing residuals remaining after the fit that pro-
duced the parameter estimates of table II-3.
The value of an observational or experimental result
lies as much in the confidence and trust that can be placed
in the result as it does in the result itself. For this
reason, the determination of the various errors likely to
be present in the data and their effect on the calculation
of numerical values are of considerable interest. This
N(t) = N(, + vt tiv^e
and (II-5)
§ 5 . Error Analysis
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Table II-3. Values of pulsar and orbital properties
as determined by the least sauares fit
method.
Astrometrlc and
pulsar "clock" effects
Right ascension a(1950)
Declination 6(1950)
Period p (s)
Derivative of P P (s s~M
19^ 13^ 12!n73 ± 0.001
16° 01' 08V2i| ± 0V03
0.0590299952713 ± 5
(8.585 ± 0.010) X io~i8
Classical orbit effects
Projected semi-
major axis
Orbital
eccentricity
Binary period
Longitude of
periastron
Time of
periastron
passage
X = a 1 sin i ( s
)
(s)
b
0) (deg)
To (JD)
2.3^5 ± 0.004
0.617153 ± 0.000016
27906.98163 ± 0.00006
178.866 ± 0.002
2, il42, 321. 433207 ± 1
Measured Parameter
Rate of advance
of periastron (L (deg yr~M
Second-order
Doppler Y (s)
Orbital
Inclination sin i
Derivative
of (s s-')
Derivative of x x (s s~M
Derivative of e e (s~M
RMS residual a (ys)
Data span t (yr)
ho
Relativistic orbit effects
4.221 ± 0.006
0.0069 ± 0.003
0.53
'I [I
-2.0 ± 1.0
Other possible effects
(-1.1 ± 1.2) X io"i2
(-0.39 ± 0.15) X 10"^2
100
3.7
DATE
Figure II-7. Timing residuals plotted against
orbit phase (upper) and date of observation
( lower)
.
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final section of chapter II will attempt to Identify various
errors that are likely to be Important in the timing analy-
sis, and discuss the confidence which can be lent to the
final derived values and formal errors of the fit parameters
presented In Table II-3 of the last section. The first
treatment concerns Itself with uncertainties and errors as-
sociated with determining an arrival time from a 5 minute
average. The second is a discussion of the effects of sys-
tematic errors in the data, followed by a discussion of
possible effects of Intrinsic pulsar timing noise. Finally,
each parameter in Table II-3 is discussed, and the validity
of the quoted formal error established.
1 ) Measurement Error.
Of all the errors that may be present in the data,
random measurement error is the most Innocuous and its
effects best understood. The measurement error referred
to is the uncertainty in determining the exact arrival time
of a pulse. There are several contributions to the uncer-
tainty. The presence of galactic background noise and re-
ceiver noise contributes small random fluctuations to the
5 minute average profiles and thereby introduces an error
in the calculated arrival time. The amount of noise can be
made arbitrarily small in any one profile by increasing the
integration interval. The same end is achieved by using
several smaller Intervals, and several serious problems
avoided. The noise behaves like zero mean gaussian noise
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with a time constant equal to the combined sm.oothing time
constants through the radiometer system.
In addition, a small amount of more-or-less random
measurement error could be introduced by variations in the
pulse shape itself. Pulse-to-pulse shapes can vary tremen-
dously, and hundreds or thousands of pulses must be summed
to produce a stable mean pulse profile. Helfand et al.
(1975) have determined that a sum of many thousands of pul-
ses is required only in the presence of mode switching.
Approxim.ately 5000 pulses are accumulated to form the 5
minute average, so in all cases except severe mode switch-
ing, for which there is no evidence, these pulse-to-pulse
fluctuations should contribute little to the measurement
error.
Additional non-random measurement errors should be
small. The clock time recorded at the start of each 5
minute average is accurate to 1 ys. At a fixed frequency,
errors caused by variations in the signal travel time through
the data acquisition systems are small (again of order 1 ys),
though problems were encountered whenever the observing fre-
quency was changed.
The effect of measurement uncertainty on the calcula-
tion of the formal values and determination of the formal
errors is well understood. The least squares analysis em-
ploys a linearized equation for the fit, so that zero mean
gausslan noise should not introduce any systematic biases
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to the values. This supposition was tested in the self con-
sistency Check described in section 4 of this chapter. In
the absence of systematic biases and timing noise, the final
rms residual for each observational run is an indication of
the measurement error for the run. The measurement error
varied from 900 ys for the Gullahorn data to less than 60 ys
for data taken after I977 December.
ii) Systematic Errors.
By far the most serious errors to contend with in the
timing analysis are systematic errors. The most important
source of systematic errors is the use of inaccurate periods
in folding the data. Arrival times derived from data folded
with inaccurate periods contain systematic errors which pro-
duce a set of "corrections" to the initial estimates that
can differ by many times the formal error from the actual
values, and perpetuate the inaccuracies. The influence of
bad periods has been overcome by use of long time baselines,
by repeated refolding of fast-sampled data, and by monitor-
ing the "drift" in phase in successive 5 minute averages.
This drift is caused by accumulated phase lead or lag of
successive average pulse profiles owing to a difference be-
tween the assumed and actual pulsar period. If the pre-
dicted pulse periods are exactly correct, the pulse will be
frozen at a specific phase in the pulse profile. The lack
of drift is the only way of knowing that the fitted para-
meters have no extraneous bias introduced by systematic
^5
effects.
The long time baseline is effective in reducing the sys-
tematic errors for those parameters which are periodic, i.e.
P. and P^, the pulsar period and orbital period respectively.
To some extent, the errors may reappear in the time deriva-
tives of these parameters, however refolding the fast-sampled
data corrects this error, as the more accurate values of P
and P^ produced give more accurate values of their deriva-
tives.
Repeated refolding of the fast-sampled data improves the
accuracy in general, because the systematic error induced in
the folded data is smaller than that present in the periods
used for folding. Finally, when the induced systematic error
drops to the size of the sampling interval, the arrival tim.e
is no longer biased by period inaccuracies. As an example,
the 1977 December profiles were observed to drift by as much
as 30 sampling intervals in 5 minutes. As these data were
folded on-line and cannot be refolded, the badly drifted
arrival times have been discarded. In contrast, the worst
drift in 1978 March - April was 30 ys in 5 minutes, or about
one-third of a sampling interval. The Swept L.O. system in
1978 June manifested drifts of no more than a tenth of the
smaller ^3 ys sampling intervals used. The Swept L.O. data
and the 1978 March - April data provided the necessary base-
line with which the 1976 November - December data could be
refolded. Then the time baseline was long enough that
accurate periods were available for the Hulse data of late
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1974 . early 1975. The current parameters should now be
good enough that future on-line folding may be used without
fear of biasing the arrival times with inaccurate periods.
iii) Timing Noise.
Another possible source of systematic bias to the fit-
ted parameters or misleading formal errors in the timing
analysis is timing noise intrinsic to the source. Timing
noise is present in some pulsars (possibly all, with some
at a level below present measurement errors). It was first
extensively discussed by Boynton et al. (1972) and Groth
(1975) vis-a-vis the timing of the Crab pulsar. Timing
noise reveals itself as a quasi-sinusoidal curve remaining
in the residuals after a fit to the data with a low order
polynomial. Successive fits to the data with higher order
polynomials result in a decrease in the "wavelength" of
the residual fluctuations with the addition of a half
"wavelength" being added for each higher order term. It
was soon realized that the process was intrinsic to the
pulsar. The quasi-sinusoid remaining in the residuals was
the result of high frequency components of the noise spec-
trum. The low frequency components had in fact been ab-
sorbed by the fit and were present in the fitted values as
systematic errors.
The possibility that there m.ight be timing noise in
the binary pulsar has been viewed with considerable appre-
hension (Discovery Paper, B & T) . Timing noise cannot
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ultimately prevent rhe establishment of the intrinsic values
of the pulsar and orbital parameters. However, in the face
of a large component of timing noise, it could take much
longer than current expectations to determine accurate and
trustworthy values for subtle effects. The equation predict-
ing arrival times for the binary pulsar is not a simple poly-
nomial as is the case for other pulsars, and if timing noise
is in fact present, the fit to the timing data will absorb
many spectral components of the noise. Also, the data were
taken in typically 1^ day segments separated by 2 to 9
months. Timing noise could be important on a day-to-day
basis, or only important for different observing sessions.
We have investigated the possibility that the data may be
contaminated by timing noise at either timescale.
Timing noise is shown to be unimportant on observing
session-to-session timescales by the following argument.
The pulsar and orbital parameters were consistent. Each
addition of data from a new observing run led to a decrease
of the final rms value and and smaller formal errors. The
new parameter estimates were always within the formal errors
established by previous fits. If timing noise were signifi-
cant, the parameters would not be predictable and would vary
greatly from fit to fit as different components of the noise
spectrum are absorbed.
A different approach was used to test data within a
single observing run for the presence of timing noise. The
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1978 March
- April data was chosen for the test because of
Its low rms residual and large number of arrival times. In
this test, the presence of timing noise would be detected
as an excess of the final rms residual and of the individual
formal errors over those values appropriate for 60 ys meas-
urement error. Estimates of the final rms residual and the
individual formal errors were made by dividing up the 1978
March
- April data into 4 fifty-point individual subsets,
each sampling an entire range of orbital phases. The H sub-
sets were then processed by the least squares fit routine to
determine the best parameter estimates and formal errors for
each subset. The estimates of the final rms residual and
formal errors appropriate for 60 ys of zero mean gaussian
measurement error made use of generated data. The data were
created having pulsar and orbital parameter estimates ident-
ical to the best fit estimates of the real 1978 March - April
data. The data set had the same orbital sampling and total
number of points as a 1978 March - April subset. The genera-
ted subset was then processed 25 times with 60 ys of gaussian
noise added. From the 25 outputs, estimates of rms residual,
parameter values and formal errors appropriate for 60 ys of
gaussian noise were obtained. These estimates were compared
to the actual values computed in the first stage. The rms
residuals were comparable, and the actual formal errors were
comparable or less than those predicted by the 25 realiza-
tions. Though this test cannot preclude entirely the possi-
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blllty of timing noise in the data, it can nonetheless be
said that the formal errors are consistent with the presence
of measurement error only in the data.
iv) Observing Run Offsets.
Because of frequent changes in the observing setup and
data reduction that accompanied the increase in accuracy
over the 4 years of observations, each observing run requires
a small arbitrary offset in the nominal start time to account
for slight differences in phase of the first point. These
slight steps are the result of different standard profiles
used in the arrival time determination, small frequency de-
pendent delays through the dedlsperser, different delays as-
sociated with the three or four time constants that have been
used, and other small variations. These offsets are included
as fit parameters in the least squares fit. They cannot be
exactly determined, and their error contributes to the gener-
al error of the fit in the same manner as the other para-
meters. In the final fit, the offsets were determined to an
accuracy of about 100 ys. The existence of offsets in the
data is unfortunate: they contribute to the uncertainty of
the final parameter estimates. Tests with generated data
have indicated that the offsets do not introduce systematic
errors into the values of the other fitted parameters.
v) Reliability of Values and Error Estimates.
The values and formal errors in Table II-3 are those
computed in the best fit to all the data with the least
50
squares fit program. In the presence of possible systematic
effects detailed in ii), additional comm.entary is necessary
in cases where the formal errors may underestimate the actual
uncertainty in the derived values. In these cases, the er-
rors are determined from the actual excursion of the final
values as systematically biased data is given more or less
weight in the fit.
Pulsar Position
The right ascension a and the declination 6 of the pul-
sar are very well established for purposes of tim.ing and of
searching for the pulsar or companion at radio and other
frequencies. Most of the position information is contained
in the Kulse data and the Gullahorn data. The systematic
errors can interact with the position fit if the orbital per-
iod is not sampled completely within an interval short com-
pared to a year. If biased periastron data comes in clumps
many months apart, as is the case for the Gullahorn data,
the non-random residuals from the biased periods can be ab-
sorbed in part by the position fit. The actual error should
be no greater than two or three times the error quoted in
Table II-3.
Period and Period Derivative
The pulsar has been observed without loss in period
count over an interval of nearly 2 x lo^ pulsar periods. A
naive calculation indicates that the mean measurement uncer-
tainty of 100 us should allow determination of the period
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to approximately 5 parts in 10^\ m fact, the acrual uncer-
tainty is almost 3 orders of magnitude larger, an increase
not explained by either the arbitrary offsets between the
different observing sessions or the uncertainty of P. The
reason for the discrepancy is that the exact value of the un-
Doppler-shifted period depends on the orbital elements of
the system, and the uncertainty in these elements is much
larger. The several-times-formal error discrepancies be-
tween the present values and those published recently
(Fowler et al
. ) result from biased data near periastron pre-
sent in the 1977 July - August and 1977 December data, which
has since been removed. It is possible that smaller shifts
may occur in future fits as better values of the orbital
elements are determined. An actual uncertainty of one or
two times the form.al error is anticipated. A similar argu-
ment pertains to the same Increase for the formal error of
P.
Note that the period is more than sufficiently well
determined for use in on-line folding routines. The period
is known to 12 decimal places, and the uncertainty in P
over 5 years contributes an uncertainty of about the same
magnitude. For a five minute average, an accuracy of 9
decimal places is more than adequate.
aisin 1
The projected semlmajor axis is the least certain of
all the orbital elements. The formal error is 3 parts in
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10\ The reason for the large error is the near degeneracy
of the coefficient in the fit for a^sin i and y (described
below) over a short time span. In the course of several
decades, the two parameters will separate completely. For
the present, the
• fractional uncertainty in y (and therefore
in the still closely coupled aisin i) is nearly 1000 times
the errors of the other orbital elements.
Even this rather large formal error is an underestimate
of the actual uncertainty. The value of y is not well known
and any major changes in y would result in large changes in
aisin i. From experimental fits with different assumed val-
ues of y, the uncertainty is found to be nearly three times
as large as the quoted formal error.
It is important to note that for the purposes of the
acquisition of data, the actual value of aisin i is not im-
portant but the combination of aisin i and y is. Considered
together, the two are known to 5 parts in 10^. This accura-
cy is similar to the accuracies of the other orbital ele-
ments, and is more than sufficient to predict unbiased per-
iods for on-line folding of timing data.
e_
The eccentricity of the system is very well established,
and probably doesn't vary by more than the formal error
would indicate. The value is in excellent agreement with
the value in Taylor e_t al. (1976) and within the errors of
that published in Fowler et al. (1978). The m.arginally high
eccentricity quoted in the latter paper was influenced by
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the Inclusion of biased perlastron data In the fit.
To.
The Julian Date of a perlastron passage Is also well
established. The quoted error corresponds to a determina-
.
tion of the time of perlastron to 0.1 s. Previous esti-
mates have differed little from the present value.
!b
The formal error on the orbital period is 60 ys, or
nearly 2 parts in 10\ The actual uncertainty is most
likely a few times that. Because the orbital period is very
poorly determined in one observing session, the actual
value is dependent on the arbitrary offsets between the
observing runs. A more accurate value will not be known
until a relatively long interval of un-offset data i-s gath-
ered. A more reasonable guess at the actual uncertainty
would put it at ±100 ys, twice the formal error.
0)
The estimate of the longitude of perlastron at time To
is also influenced by the fit to y, though not as much as is
aisin 1. A discussion similar to the one concerning the
Interaction between y and aisin 1 is appropriate here. The
actual value of co may vary by several times the formal errors
as different values of y are assumed; however, the value
associated with a specific value of y is quite well deter-
mined .
5^
0)
The final value of the advance of periastron is consis-
tent with all previous determinations, and should be accu-
rate to within the quoted error.
1
One of the accomplishments of the current work is the
preliminary determination of y, from which the masses of the
components can be calculated. y is the fit parameter which
measures the effects of gravitational redshift and trans-
verse Doppler shifts. Though the ~5 ms magnitude of y is
large compared to uncertainties in arrival time measurements,
the near degeneracy of this term with aisin i has heretofore
prevented any estimate of this parameter. The present for-
mal error is about 50% of the estimated value, and this
large fractional uncertainty is responsible for the increase
of the formal error in the ajsin i term from previously pub-
lished vales, when y was not included in the fit as a free
parameter.
sin 1
The sine of the inclination angle between the orbital
plane and the plane of the sky can be determined directly
from the effects of gravitational propagation delay and non-
ellipticities of the orbit. The amplitude of these effects
is small, in the range of 20 to 100 ys, and the estimation
of sin i determined in the fit is only marginally signifi-
cant. An upper limit to sin i of about 0.8 is fairly well
established. The linearization procedure in the least
squares fit routine apparently breaks down at rhe lower
limit as sin i - 0.37, the smallest permitted value. Addi-
tional data from the 1978 October observing session should
greatly decrease the fractional uncertainty in the sin i
est imate
.
K
The estimate of the time derivative of the orbital
period is consistent with the predictions of General Rela-
tivity. Our value has 50% formal errors. A long time
baseline is of importance in the determination of p, and
it may be several years before a 10^ measurement of the
magnitude of this effect is possible.
X and e
X (= d/dt aisin i) and e do not represent any known
physical processes in the system and are included as checks
on the model and quality of the data. They should both be
consistent with zero, as is observed. The actual values of
the derivatives do reflect effects of small systematic
errors present in the early timing data.
we
CHAPTER III
THE PULSAR
§1- Introduction
In this chapter we report on many diverse studies
have made of the pulsar. The major thrust of the data tak-
ing has always been acquisition of timing data; however, a
significant effort has been expended In analyzing the data
towards other ends. Some of these studies are of Interest
only m the understanding of PSR 1913+16 as a member of the
class of pulsars (or the understanding of the class of pul-
sars Itself). However, aspects of these studies do have
bearing on the nature of the as yet undetected companion
and other questions of concern about the binary system.
Section 2 present studies of the radio flux received
from the pulsar, and discusses the possibilities and mean-
ings of secular flux variations as well as dependencies of
the flux with frequency and orbital phase. The third sec-
tion is concerned with the dispersion measure and an inves-
tigation of its variation as a function of orbital phase.
Section 4 is an Investigation into the long term stability
of the pulse shape, dependencies on observing frequency and
orbital phase. Section 5 is a study of the polarization
of the integrated pulse profile. And, finally, the sixth
section reports the results of an unsuccessful search for
a radio pulsar companion to the observed pulsar.
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§2
.
Flux Density Studies
i) Determination of Flux Density.
The flux density from the pulsar is of little import-
ance in the timing analysis of the system, and no absolute
calibrations of the telescope system were made. However,
it is possible to determine the flux density of the pulsar
to fair relative accuracy from the known system temperature
and system gain, and the measurable signal-to-noise ratio
for each 5 minute average. Since the telescope pointing
of the 430 MHz and 1420 MHz systems have remained virtually
unchanged over the last k years, any large variations in
flux can be interpreted as real variations of the pulsar
flux.
The flux density was determined as follows. For total
sky + system temperature T^„^ in °K and system gain G insys " <= sys
°K/Jy, the flux density S^ in mJy is
5 : iooo. — N^^' rruhl (iii-i)
where SN is the signal-to-nolse ratio and N is the number of
degrees of freedom. Both system temperature and system gain
were corrected for telescope zenith angle dependencies where
appropriate. Pointing errors at both frequencies constitute
less than 10^ errors. The number of degrees of freedom is
established as follows:
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where n is the number of polarizations (usually 1 at l\30 MHz
and 2 at 1420 MHz), x is the RC smoothing time constant used,
Av the detection bandwidth, and 1 the number of pulses in
the average profile (about 5000 for a 5 minute integration).
The slgnal-to-nolse ratio was determined by dividing the on-
pulse intensity by the off-pulse rms noise. The accuracy of
this procedure was investigated by varying the off-pulse
noise by smoothing the data at the analysis stage and recal-
culating the fluxes. The data point-to-point variations
were about 10^, and the overall shift in flux levels around
20%, The errors have been taken to be 20%, though data
smoothed with the same time constant may in fact have smal-
ler relative errors.
ii ) Pulsar Spectrum.
Two frequency observations were made in 1977 July -
August, and from them a spectral index can be calculated.
Assuming that a power law adequately describes the flux den-
sity over that frequency range, we have that the flux den-
sity at frequency v is
5v =^ SV"^ (III-3)
where S is the flux density at a standard frequency and a
the spectral index. For S^^^q ~ 5.9^1-5 mJy and S-j^^pQ =
.48±.13 mJy (see Table III-l) we have = 1 ( ± . 25 ) v" ^ ( ± • 5
)
mJy for v in gigahertz.
These values of S and a agree to within the errors with
Table III-l. Binary pulsar flux densities
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the values determined by Lyne and Ritchings (1977). The ob-
servations of Lyne and Ritchings and those reported here
both show signs of possible long term flux variations, which
could explain the differences in S and a. The flux data re-
ported here are very poorly calibrated, and are of more in-
terest in studies concerned with variations rather than ab-
solute calculations of flux and spectral index.
iii) Short Term Flux Variations.
The possibility exists that the flux from the pulsar
might show periodic variations on the timescales of minutes
to hours. Such a variation might be due to a classical neu-
tron star precession (see Helfand et al. 1977 and referen-
ces therein). The data were plotted on a point-by-point
basis for each day, and on a day-by-day basis for each ob-
serving run, and searched by eye for periodicities. No sig-
nificant flux variations were seen on timescales between 15
min and 15 days. Due to poor calibrations and inhomogeneous
sampling rates, it is unlikely that a formal power spectrum
analysis would reveal additional structure. A line plot of
all the fluxes from 1978 March - April is reproduced in Fig-
ure III-l. The data of individual days are delineated and
labelled
.
iv) Orbital Variations of Pulsar Flux.
The flux from the pulsar has been searched for a de-
pendency on orbital phase. Impetus for the analysis comes
from the possibility of interactions of the emitted pulse
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. ^^?!:?^^,Ho"^- °^ ^l^x density measurementsduring the 1978 March - April observing run. Each point
represents the flux of a 5 minute average. Davs of the
measurement are indicated, as well as time of transit ofthe pulsar for each day (designated "t"). Eclipse timeby a hypothetical extended companion is marked "e".
Point #1 bears representative error bars.
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and companion object. One such interaction, the eclipse of
the pulsar by the companion, is dealt with separately at the
end of this subsection.
The average flux and associated statistical devia-
tion a were computed for 8 orbital phase intervals. Each
interval covered about 1 hour of the orbit, and interval #1
was centered on periastron. All the flux data for one ob-
serving run was used to determine a set of average fluxes
for each phase interval. The different observing runs were
then compared for correlations between maximum or minimum
flux and particular phase intervals. The results of this
comparison are to be found in Table III-2. None of the dif-
ferences between maximum and minimum flux exceeded 1.6 tim.es
their combined statistical errors during and observing run,
and there were no tendencies for these maxima and minima to
associate with any orbital phase.
Eclipses
In the event that the inclination angle i between the
orbital plane and the sky is greater than about 8o°, and the
companion star is a helium star (R^^-.lR^), we would expect
about a 5 minute eclipse of the pulsar to occur at orbital
phase .94. To look for eclipses, the exact phase of eclipse
for each observation session was calculated, and the flux
data searched by eye for signs of significantly smaller flux
received at those phases. There were no such Indications.
An eclipse by a white dwarf would last only about 1 min-
ute and would probably not be detectable in a 5 rain average.
Table III-2. Average flux density variations with
orbit phase.
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The inclination of the orbital plane to the sky would have
to be greater than about 88.7° for a white dwarf companion
to eclipse the pulsar.
Long Term Flux Variations.
As can be seen from Table III-l, the flux from a pulsar
at the two frequencies shows signs of variability with time.
These variations could be due to intrinsic changes in lumin-
osity of the pulsar (see Helfand et al. 1977 for discussion
and additional references) or they could be the result of
pulsar precession. The precession is due to spin-orbit in-
teractions and in General Relativity is predicted to be
about 2° yr-^. This precession is discussed further in
chapter IV. In the absence of additional information, it is
impossible to determine the source of the flux change. A
correlation between flux variations and integrated pulse
shape changes would greatly favor precession as the explana-
tion.
§ 3 . Dispersion Measure
The dispersion measure quoted in the discovery paper
was 167±5 pc cm~^. Two frequency timing measurements have
improved the value to the current estimate of 171.6^±.01 pc
cm"^. Between 1420 MKz and 430 MHz, the dispersive time lag
is about 3.5 seconds. The two frequency rms residuals of
the 1977 July - August data are about 200 ys. If the error
in DM accounted for all of this residual, the quoted value
would be in error by almost ±.01 pc cm" ^ . It should be
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noted that the dissimilarity of the mean pulse profile at the
two frequencies introduces an arbitrariness of several hun-
dred us in arrival time of the same pulse at the two frequen-
cies. This arbitrariness can introduce an error of roughly
0.01 cm-^ PC in the DM. For further discussion of interstel-
lar dispersion and dispersion measures, please refer to
Manchester and Taylor (1977).
Dispersion at the Pulsar
If there is a high electron density around the companion
(caused by mass loss or an extended atmosphere), pulses
emitted by the pulsar on the far side of the orbit will
undergo more dispersive delay than those emitted on the near
side. The exact variation of the dispersion measure is
strongly model dependent. Also, the timing data fit to the
orbital parameters will remove much of the variation if only
single frequency data is used, because the added delay will
be interpreted as new values of the semimajor axis, eccentri-
city, time of periastron passage, or longitude of periastron.
Two frequency observations prevent the fit from removing the
dispersive delay, because of the strong frequency dependence
of the dispersive delay. The effect of the variable disper-
sion would show as either increased residual noise at speci-
fic orbital phases, or significant disagreement between
final values of the orbital elements for least squares fits
to data of each frequency separately.
Tests with generated data were performed to determine
the sensitivity of the data to electrons inside the orbit.
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A set of arrival times for an entire orbit were generated at
^30 and 1420 MHz. To these arrival times was added zero mean
gaussian noise with an rms residual of ~120 ys, comparable to
the rms residual of the 1977 July - August data. The arrival
times were then delayed by the amount appropriate for the ob-
serving frequency and the average line of sight electron den-
sity from the pulsar position at each arrival time. The el-
ectron density was modeled in 2 ways. Model 1 had a uniform
electron density of 10^ electrons cm" ^ Model 2 had an elec-
tron density that varied as the inverse square of the dist-
ance from the companion, as is found in the case of the sun.
The average electron density inside 1 light second (approxi-
mately the closest approach) was once again 10^ electrons
cm-
^ ,
and the density rose to a maximum of ~3 x 10^ electrons
cm"^ at the surface of a hypothetical .1 Rg helium star.
Figure III-2 shows residuals before and after the fit
for a uniform density background of electrons. The ability
of the fit parameters to absorb the added delay is frighten-
ing. The 1.8 ms maximum delay was reduced to an excursion
not visible above the noise. The semimajor axis and eccen-
tricity were changed by less than 1 part in 10^ to accommo-
date the added delay. Figure III-3 also shows residuals
from, the same fit using two frequency data. The effects, of
the 10^ electrons cm~^ are obvious, and as little as 10^
electrons would be easily detected, at any inclination angle
permissible for a helium star companion (i ;^ 50°).
Figure shows residuals of ^30 MHz data with 120
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Figure III-2. Plot of 430 MHz residuals from generated
arrival time data for uniform density electrons inside
the orbit of the pulsar. The upper plot shows after
the fit residuals. The lower plot shows the actual
size of the added delay before the fit.
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Figure III-3. As in Figure III-2, except that
data at 1420 MHz was included.
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Figure III-4. Plot of 1420 MHz residuals
for an inverse square dependence of electron
density. Upper and lower plots the same as
Figure III-2.
ys rms gaussian noise and an added dispersive delay appro-
priate for electrons whose density varies as the inverse
square of the distance from the companion. Because the
very sharp increase occurring near eclipse is so unlike the
dependencies of the orbital parameters, the effect is not
removed by the least squares fit. Consequently, an average
electron density of as small as 10** electrons cm"^ would be
detectable if the inclination of the orbit was about 90°.
This upper limit increases to about 3 x 10^ electrons cm"
^
when the orbit is tilted at 60° inclination angle.
From the results of these two limiting cases, we con-
clude that we should be able to detect an average electron
density of about 10^ electrons cm" ^ This upper limit can
be used to set restrictions on mass loss from a hypothetical
helium star companion. Using the equation in section IV of
Smarr and Blandford (1976), hereafter referred to as S & B,
we have that the electron density n^ is
where M is the mass loss from the helium star in 10"^°
- 1 0
s~^and is the stellar wind velocity in 10^ cm s"^.
The established electron density limit forces
i\.,X' ^ sno-" cm-^ (III-5)
The values for M and V are greatly restricted, but a
- 1 0 8
o laorr 1-1 - ^ ^ -"^
~ 1 0
3 cm s" ^ would be within the limits described by S & B . It
mass loss r te of M = 10 s~ and wind velocity V =
- W 8
7^
is also possible for mass loss and wind velocity to be sub-
stantially larger than the limits determined above. If the
luminosity of the pulsar is sufficiently high, the electrons
may be swept clear of the system.
§^
•
The Mean Pulse Profile
A natural consequence of the arrival time calculation
described in chapter II was the creation of standard pro-
files for each observing run. The standard profiles were
an aligned sum of all the good data obtained during an ob-
serving run, and give an accurate picture of zhe mean pulse
profile at each frequency. Figure III-5 shows the 1977
July
- August 430 MHz profile and Figure III-6 shows the
1978 March 1420 mz profile.
The variation of pulse shape with frequency appears to
be quite normal. At 4 30 MHz, measuring from the center of
the first peak, the middle peak Is 4.67 ms later and the
final peak is 6.8 ms later. The overall pulse width (at the
10% intensity level) is 9-9 ms
,
giving a rather large duty
cycle of 17%. At 1420 MHz, the pulse profile is both nar-
rower and more symmetric. Only the two outer peaks are
present, now at almost equal intensity. The trailing peak
is 6.4 ms behind the leading. To the 10% level, the 1420
MHz pulse width is 8.3 ms
.
Pulse components in general follow a rough rule that
the pulse v;idth W varies as a weak power of the frequency v
(Manchester and Taylor (1977), hereafter referred to as
0 5 10 15
TIME (ms)
Figure III-5. The ^30 MHz profile of 1977 July -
August. The upper plot shows the entire period.
The lower plot shows an expanded plot of the pulse.
60 5 minute averages were summed to produce the
plot
.
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Figure III-6. As In Figure III-5 for 1978 March -
April 1^20 MHz data. There are 75 5 minute averages
in the plot.
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M & T)
^ - (III-6)
where the separation index p has a value of
-.25±.ll over
the sample of pulsars in chapter 2 of M & T. For PSR I913+I6
the peak-to-peak separation at the two frequencies yields a
separation index of
-.50, somewhat steeper than other pul-
sars .
There is possibly an indication of a scattering tail to
the two outside peaks of the 430 MHz profile. For the first
peak, the rise time is about O.58 ms from the 3Q% to the 90%
level. The corresponding fall time on the trailing edge of
the same peak is closer to 0.92 ms . Assuming a symmetrical
unscattered peak suggests that the scattering tail has. a 1/e
width of about 0.6 ms.
The profile can be treated as an unscattered profile
convolved with a truncated exponential.
(III-7)
0 i< 0
where Av is the scintillation decorrelation bandwidth. The
scintillation bandwidth is best determined empirically from
Figure 7-9 of M & T:
- v"^ PW"^'^ (111-8)
where the errors on the exponent of the dispersion measure
are ±.5. From these considerations we expect the dispersion
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tail to have a width of somewhere around 0.5 ms , in rough
agreement with the observations. There is no scattering at
the higher frequency.
Phase Variations of Pulse Shape
An attempt was made to detect variations in the mean
profile shape as a function of orbital phase. Variations
have previously been investigated by Gullahorn (1978);
however, his results were inconclusive due to the much
poorer quality of his data. We have obtained 8 average
profiles around the orbit for each observing session. Each
phase profile was then differenced against the grand average
for the observing run, and the phase average, grand average,
and difference profile plotted out for inspection.
There are several ways in which the pulse shape could
have an orbital phase dependency. The simplest is sm.earing.
The inaccuracy of the pulsar periods used to fold the data
will have a strong phase dependence, being 10 to 100 times
worse around periastron. The contamination of the grand
average profile by the smeared profiles will cause the dif-
ference profiles to be non-random throughout the orbit.
There is evidence of smeared pulse shapes in the 1977 July -
August and 1977 December data.
There are two shape varying processes which are intrin-
sic to the data. The first is Galilean aberration (S & B)
.
A distant observer will receive a pulse from the pulsar only
if the pulse is emitted slightly backward from the line of
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sight to compensate for the motion of the pulsar. The major
effect Is a slight timing error of order 10 ys. As the
angle Is a function of the orbital velocity, the observer
will also see slightly different cuts through the emitted
beam, which could result In small shape changes. The effect
should not be detectable. Likewise of negligible Importance
Is a phase dependent mean pulse shape arising from the vari-
ation of the emitted frequency for a flzed observing fre-
quency. Because the pulsar Is moving with respect to the
Interstellar medium, a fixed observing frequency Is the
Doppler shifted result of a range of frequencies emitted by
the pulsar. Any strong dependency of mean pulse shape on
frequency will be translated Into a dependency upon Doppler
shift, and hence orbital phase. The frequency excursion Is
about 0.5 MHz at 430 MHz.
Additionally, a variable amount of scattering around
the orbit due to the presence of free electrons would modify
the pulse shape. However, the limit to electrons established
in the last section obviates this effect. There is also the
possibility that the pulsar Interacts with the companion
star.
Plotted in Figure III-7 is the grand mean pulse shape
and 8 difference profiles. These are 1^15 MHz profiles from
the 1978 March - April session. The only difference pro-
files with noticeable trends are phase bins 3 and 4, orbit
phase .19 to .44. The features beneath the first peak have
two- and three-a heights against the noise, respectively. A
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Figure III-7. The 1978 March - April standard
profile and 8 orbital phase difference plots.
Phase bin numbers 1 and 8 had significantly more
5 minute averages. Consequently the noise in
these difference profiles is smaller than in
phase bins 2-7.
shift of about 50 ys would be required to explain a spike
the size of the down-pointing feature of phase bin #4, and
such a shift is probably accounted for by random errors of
the alignment of the pulses introduced by noise. The orbi-
tal phases covered by those two phase bins should not be
particularly sensitive to either intrinsic or introduced
variations. The good behavior of the difference profiles
around periastron (1, 2, and 8) is additional confirmation
that smearing in the 1977 March - April data is small.
§ 5
.
Polarimetry
There are several reasons for studying the polarization
of the pulsar. The signal is too weak for single pulse
analysis, but the percentage of linear and circular polari-
zation and linear position angle can be determined for the
integrated pulse profile. These quantities are of interest
in any pulsar, but can take on even more significance for
the binary pulsar. In the event that the pulsar precesses,
the observer's line of sight will describe a series of dif-
ferent cuts through the emission beam of the pulsar. Any
changes in percent polarization or sweep of position angle
in the integrated pulse profile then supply us with the
first two dimensional map of these characteristics.
The polarimetry observations were made 1977 August.
Data was taken at 1^115 MHz and ^30 MHz. The 1^115 MHz data
was summed on-line and recorded in a fashion similar to the
timing data. It was not possible to sum the ^30 MHz data
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on-line. As will be described below, the l\30 MHz signal was
fast-sampled and the final folding completed in Amherst.
In order to determine the polarization of the integra-
ted profile, it is sufficient to determine the Stokes para-
meters I, Q, u, and V across the profile. (The definitions
of the Stokes parameters and an explanation of their use can
be found in Appendix II.) The observatory maintains a 30
MHz IF adding polarimeter. The input to the polarimeter
consists of the LHCP and RHCP signals from the sky, and the
output are 2 circular polarizations LHCP and RHCP again and
2 linears, LHCP + RHCP and RHCP - (LHCP delayed by tt/2).
From these four quantities, the four Stokes parameters can
be constructed. The determination of the Stokes parameters
from the polarimeter output and the calibrations are also
described in Appendix II.
1) The 1415 Observations.
The LHCP and RHCP signals at 1^15 MHz were down-conver-
ted to 260 MHz, passed through a 5 MHz filter, and finally
down-converted to 30 MHz IP and sent to the polarimeter.
The four outputs were separately detected by square law
detectors, digitized, and folded on-line, as described in
the last chapter. The dispersive smoothing across 5 MHz at
1415 MHz is about 2.5 ms . The signal was smoothed by a . 5
ms RC time constant.
ii) 430 MHz Observations.
Due to the v~ ^ frequency dependency of dispersive
smearing across any given filter it was not possible to sim-
ultaneously acquire sufficient bandpass and limit the dis-
persive smearing to less than the pulse width with available
single filters. So on-line summing was abandoned, and the
data was fast sampled in the following fashion. The LHCP
and RHCP signals from the sky were mixed down to 30 MHz IF
and fed to. the polarimeter. The 4 outputs were sent to the
64 channel 250 kHz filterbank in the 4 x i6 mode. From each
polarization set of 16 channels, the middle 4 were tapped
off, smoothed by a
. 5 ms time constant and sampled at a 1 ms
sampling rate, and written out on magnetic tape. The obser-
vatory fast sampling program can accept only as many as 16
simultaneous inputs, so only four channels for each polari-
zation could be used.
In Amherst, the fast-sampled data were folded and then
the Stokes parameters calculated as described in Appendix
II. At 430 MHz, the smearing across one 250 kHz filter is
4.25 ms, so the final profile has only 3 or 4 independent
points across it.
Results
The pulsar signal is about 25/» linearly polarized at
430 MHz (as an average polarization for the pulsed emission).
There is no circular polarization to the 10* (3c7) level.
See Figure III-8 for plots of I, (Q^ + UM^^^, V, and posi-
tion angle across the pulse. The presence of the linear
polarization and absence of circular polarization is typical
of most pulsars. The position angle Is not referenced to
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Figure III-8. The 1977 August polarimetry observations
The average profile is shown in total intensity, linear
and circular polarizations at ^30 MHz. The lower plot
shows position angle across the pulse. Approximate 3o
error bars are indicated.
the sky and the scale has an arbitrary zero point.
The absence of detectable polarization at 1^15 MHz is
also typical of pulsars. Depolarization usually occurs at
higher frequencies. However, the source is weaker at the
higher frequencies and the 80 min of data permit only a 3a
upper limit of 30%. The same percentage polarization seen
at 430 MHz would have only been marginally detected at
MHz, so the non-detection is not surprising.
§6 Search for the Companion
The nature of the companion object to PSR I913+I6 is of
great interest. If the companion can be treated as a point
mass, there are several interesting General Relativity tests
and observations that can be made. In addition, if the com-
panion were another pulsar, the ratio of the masses in the
system could be determined directly from the amplitudes of
the velocity curves.
It is entirely possible that a companion pulsar would
not have been detected. The search program that discovered
the binary system only reported the detection of the highest
signal-to-noise periodic signal. A weaker pulsar at the
same position would not have been found. All data taken sub-
sequently were folded at the period of PSR 1913+16, and
would not have been sensitive to any other periodicities.
However, the fast-sampled data taken by Hulse in 197^ has
been re-examined for other periodic signals.
The fast fourier transform algorithm was used to
CHAPTER IV
TIMING RESULTS AND GRAVITATIONAL THEORY
§1. Introductl on
This chapter is a discussion of the results of the pre-
vious two chapters. The emphasis is on the pulsar timing
results in particular. The values obtained from the timing
data for the pulsar, orbital, and relativistic effects are
discussed within the context of General Relativity and, where
appropriate, other currently viable gravitational theories.
In the next section, the method by which the pulsar and
companion mass can be determined is presented. The informa-
tion content of the first three orders in (v/c) is also dis-
cussed and physical interpretations are given. In section 3,
the possible causes of the observed advance of perlastron are
discussed, and the fourth section discusses the possibility
of detecting the effects of gravitational quadrupole radia-
tion. The precession of the pulsar beam is discussed in sec-
tion 5, and the final section examines the utility of the
binary system as a laboratory for testing currently viable
metric theories of gravitation.
§ 2
. Determination of the Masses
This section describes in detail the method by which the
individual masses of the components of the system may be cal-
culated, and the inclination angle and orbital elements of
the binary system completely determined. The calculations
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compute the power spectrum of about 20 hours of data.' The
original sampling was 2 ms per sampling Interval. The ap-
parent sampling was Increased to 4 ms/interval and 16 ms/
Interval by summing the appropriate number of consecutive
data points so that the transform.ed power spectra would
adequately cover the range of pulsar periods. The power
spectrum was computed for sets of 16,38^1 points. Because
the companion's instantaneous velocity depends on the un-
known mass ratio of the two stars, the power spectra were
summed into one of ten different arrays according to the
pulsar velocity. These sums were later combined into dif-
ferent grand sums with the spectra compensated for differ-
ent assumptions of the mass ratio. Ratios were chosen such
that 0 < Mp/M^ < 10. There was no evidence in the final
grand sums of any periodic signal except that of PSR 1913+16
and the 60 Hz power line and their harmonics. Between the
two sampling rates, possible pulsar periods between 8 ms and
10 s were covered. We estimate that our minimum detection
level was 60 yjy at 3a of the noise. We conclude that the
companion either is not a pulsar or its emission is not
beamed at the earth.
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to be discussed make use of information about the orbital
elements and relativistic effects present in 0(v/c), 0(v/c)S
and 0(v/c)^ terms that describe the delays in the pulse ar-
rival times. As the orbital velocity of the companion is
approximately
.001 c and the orbital diameter a few light-
seconds, these effects are present in the data on the second,
millisecond and microsecond timescales, respectively.
1) The 0(v/c) term.
The 0(v/c) term is the well-known Doppler shift. The
observed pulsar period P^^^ is related to the rotational per-
iod of the pulsar P by
em
(IV-1)
where v^^^ is the instantaneous radial velocity of the pul-
sar with respect to the observer at the emission of the
pulse and C is an unmeasurable constant (absorbing relative
motion between the two barycenters and redshlft from the pul-
sar surface to infinity). Negative velocity indicates mo-
tion towards the observer. The delay in the arrival time is
then the integral of the Doppler-shlft ed pulsar frequency
and can be as much as ±2 seconds. The C(v/c) term allows de-
termination of the 5 orbital parameters of Table III-3,
aisin 1, e. To, P^ , and co. Only the projection of the semi-
major axis along the line of sight is determinable, because
the radial velocity contains no information of transverse
motions within the system.
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ii) The 0(v/c)^ term.
The 0(v/c)2 term in the fit does contain information
about transverse motions in the system. The term consists
of a component due to the transverse Doppler shift (the ap-
parent time dilation in an object moving with respect to the
observer) and another due to gravitational redshift. The
variable gravitational redshift is caused by the pulsar
moving in and out of the gravitational well of the companion
in eccentric orbit. Both of these effects depend on abso-
lute motions within the system. V/ith additional information,
the 0(v/c)^ term can be used to determine ai directly.
However, in the absence of advance of periastron, the
0(v/c)^ term is exactly degenerate with the 0(v/c) term.
This can best be seen by once again considering the effect
of the two terms on the pulsar period. This developm.ent is
adapted from Will (1979).
For an elliptical orbit, P , is related to P in the
obs em
following fashion
Pdb,. Pemll +Ki(co5(w+<|» t ecosuj) + B COS ^ ^. C Oizf] (IV-2)
where is the true anomaly of the pulsar and Ki and B are
the first and second order coefficients.
(IV-3)
As can be seen, Ki depends on the observer's line of sight,
whereas B is determined solely by the Internal dynamics of
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the system with B/K^ ~ v/c
. However, in the absence of peri-
astron advance
= u)o), the Ki and B coefficients have ex-
actly the same
^ dependency, and cannot be separated in the
fit. It is only in the presence of periastron motion over
an appreciable section of the orbit that the two coefficients
can be separated. In the fit routine, aisin i is solved for
rather than Ki. The second order effect is y:
which can be simply related to the coefficient B above.
ill ) Determination of the System.
The following discussion is adapted from. Taylor ejt al.
(1976). In order to gain a complete dynamical understanding
of the binary system, we need to determine independently the
masses and M^, the semimajor axis ai, and the orbit in-
clination i. Two relations between these four quantities
are immediately available, as the projected semimajor axis,
Si sin i = ^.345 3 (IV- 5)
and the mass function,
JMt ^
are determined by the 0(v/c) term.s. A third relation is
supplied by y, the 0(v./c)^ term. The fourth relationship is
provided by the periastron advance. If co = w^^p^, then we
have from the observed periastron advance:
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(IV-7)
The preceding discussion can be summarized by casting the
equations into a form depending explicitly on y . As y is
the least certain of the orbital and relativistic effects,
the uncertainty in y will dominate the other uncertainties,
so that writing the equations in this form will facilitate
error analysis. For convenience we define
Then the desired equations are:
Mp = (4.Z61 ' Z)
Mc = [Z - i.4Z0)Mc
= i.tn (z
-\.Aio) 3
0
(IV-9)
Z.lfl {7.' iA-lO)
It is important to bear in mind that equations IV-8 and IV-9
are based on the assumption that the companion behaves dynam-
ically as a point mass. The validity of this assumption is
discussed extensively in the next section. In the near fu-
ture, additional observations should be available. The an-
ticipated increase in timing resolution may make it possible
to solve directly for the inclination angle from the 0(v/c)^
terms. If this is the case, then the system is over-deter-
mined and we have an important check on the validity of the
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assumption
.
The present best fit value for y is (from Table III-3)
1 .00b9 i. 003)0
which gives
hp= (.37 i.bjMo
Mc - (l.?7±.fe)Me
9-1= (4,5i -i.fc) s
sini - (.52, III)
The current values are consistent with a system having two
neutron stars of approximately the same mass. Such a system
Is the most likely on evolutionary grounds as well (but see
chapter V section 2). Figure IV-1 displays the current
estimates of the masses on a plot of mass vs. Inclination
angle
.
Iv) The 0( v/c ) ^ Term.
If the measurement error In a 5 mln average profile can
be made as small as 30 ys or so, as seems to be the case for
the Swept L.O. data, then It should be possible to obtain
Information on the Inclination angle from the 0(v/c)^ terms
present In the data. The two most Important effects at this
level are the gravitational propagation delay and the post-
Newtonian deviations from an elliptical orbit (Epstein 1977).
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Orbit Inciinciion i
Figure IV-1. The mass of the pulsar, Mi,
and companion, V12
,
plotted as a function
of the orbital inclination angle i, for
the case when w = coqr. The region to the
left of the dashed line indicates the
mass range allowed by the formal errors
associated with the relativistic parameter
y. Best current values of Mj and M2 are
found at the intersection of the solid
line and the two mass curves.
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The ability to obtain an Independent measurement of sin 1 is
critically important. The determination of the masses pre-
sented in the previous paragraphs was based on the assump-
tion that w = 0)^^. The redundancy provided by the 0(v/c)^
term allows a check to be made of this assumption. Such a
consistency check has been obtained to some degree. Small
values of y certainly seem to be inconsistent with the de-
rived value of sin i. The measurement error is still some-
what too large with the present data. A firm lower limit on
sin i (i.e. large y) has not been obtained, apparently be-
cause the linearization procedure breaks down in the fit.
Additional timing data should remedy the situation.
§ 3
.
Advance of Periastron
The first relativistic effect to be detected in the bi-
nary system was the advance of periastron (Taylor 1975).
The magnitude of the effect had been anticipated in the dis-
covery paper, and in several early theoretical papers pub-
lished shortly thereafter (Esposito and Harrison 1975,
Brecher 1975, Hari Dass and Radhakrishnan 1975). The pre-
dictions were made on the assumption that the components be-
have dynamically like point masses, and that General Rela-
tivity is a valid description of gravitation. The agreement
between prediction and observation is a strong indication
that the companion does behave like a point mass (i.e. is a
neutron star, black hole, or slowly rotating white dwarf).
However, subsequent theoretical investigations have shown
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that tidal or rotational distortions of an extended companion
could give rise to a classical periastron advance of approxi-
mately the same magnitude. The following is a short discus-
sion of these three possible causes of the observed 4.22Vyr
advance of periastron.
1) General Relativity.
In General Relativity, the predicted periastron shift is
c^.a = Z.i04
{^J' (l-l)
^ "
'^GR' determined the total mass of the system:
Mt "-(^-340 i .003] (1-2)
This is the first instance where General Relativity has been
used to make a precise astronomical measurem.ent (Will 1979 ).
ii) Tidal Interactions.
If the companion is a helium star, there will be a
classical advance in the longitude of periastron caused by
tidal distortions induced in the companion by the pulsar's
gravitation field (Masters and Roberts 1975). The tidal
advance co^ is (Kopal 1959)
where ka, the apsldial motion constant, is a measure of the
distortion of the comoanion and R is the radius of the com-
c
panion. Roberts et_ al. (1975) have made model calculations
of helium stars of mass
.5j .75, and IM^ and determined that
(IV-11)
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the combined classical and relativlstlc advance of those sys-
tems would be similar to the observed values. There are sev-
eral important observational tests for a helium star compan-
ion; these are discussed in the last chapter.
ili) Rotational Interactions.
It is also possible for the advance of periastron to be
caused in part by rotational distortion of the companion.
This effect is non-negligible if the companion is a rotating
helium star or rapidly rotating white dwarf (P < 100 s).
The rotational advance w^^^ for a uniformly rotating
companion in the case where the spin angular momentum is mmch
less than the orbital angular m-omentum is (S & B, eq. 3.1^)
<ho^ = M't"* (^] (l- 7^ sin'St) (iv-12)
where 9^ is the angle between the companion's spin axis and
the normal to the plane of the orbit, and
with (jo^ being the angular frequency of the companion. There
are also observable consequences for this case that will be
discussed later.
§ ^ . Gravitational Radiation
There is another General Relativistic effect that may be
detectable in the binary system, the orbital spin up due to
the loss of energy through gravitational radiation (Esposito
and Harrison 1975, Wagoner 1975). The energy loss to the
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binary is (Peters and Mathews 1963, Peters 1964)
it 5 d^C ^^^^ ^^^-^^^
Where p(e) = ( 1 * J| 6^^ I^^C^) 11.85^
Using Kepler's law and the observed values of the orbital
elements, the equation may be put into the form (Wagoner
1975)
it
3-31 [1 -^f-JS^j (IV.15)
and the corresponding timescale for orbital period change is
The predicted decrease in period is relatively insensitive
to inclination angle for pulsar masses of IMq or greater.
As this is the mass range indicated by the best fit for y, a
reasonably specific prediction of P^ ~ -2.3 x 10"^^ ss~^ can
already be made, in good agreement with the detected value
of (-2.0±1.0) X 10"^^ ss~^. It may require several more
years of observations to determine the period change to 10^
accuracy. By that time, the individual masses and the in-
clination angle should be well-known, and a more definite
prediction possible.
Before a detected P^ can be taken as a reliable tesr of
b
General Relativity, several competing effects musL first be
shown to be negligible. The following paragraphs discuss
briefly the more important of these effects.
-10
<-t r^^TT^ 7^ (IV-16)
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i) Tidal Dissipation.
It Is possible for the binary system to dissipate orbi-
tal energy In tidal Interactions between the pulsar and the
companion. This dissipation Is only significant for a white
dwarf or helium star companion. S & B have derived the char-
acteristic tlmescale for the tidal interaction.
For a l.OMg helium star, we have (S & B equation 3.20)
where <y>i3 Is the mean viscosity in 10^^ gm. cm" ^ s~ ^ . For
tidal dissipation to be a significant factor, we require
<U>i3 ~ 1. This is obtained in the presence of a turbulent
atmosphere (Balbus and Brecher 1976) or tldally driven shear
(Press, Wllta, and Smarr 1975).
For a white dwarf companion, the smaller size and higher
density require an even stronger viscous coupling.
^-=<C^' (IV-17)
It has been suggested that magnetic viscosity in a white
dwarf could make <y>i3 ~ 10^ or greater, and the timescales
for the period to change <3 x lo^ yr (Wagoner 1976). It
appears unlikely that the tidal dissipation in the system
would be comparable to gravitational radiation losses.
11) Mass Loss.
As the pulsar spins down, it will lose mass in the form
of relatlvistic particles and electromagnetic radiation.
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This mass loss will cause a rate of change of the orbital
period. The associated tlmescale i^^ Is
Y[ (IV-18)
where M is the combined mass loss rate for the system.
The loss rate from the pulsar can be calculated from
Its spin down rate. If the pulsar mom.ent of inertia is I =
10**^ 1^5 g cm^ , then we obtain
rip ~ 3x10" g s-^
and the corresponding tlmescale is
(IV-20)
For mass loss from the companion to appreciably affect the
orbital elements, we require M > 10"®M^ yr~^. a young,
rapidly rotating neutron star such as the Crab pulsar could
effect a period change on a tlmescale of ~2 x lo^ yr. How-
ever, the associated remnant should have been detected. Only
in an extreme case could the helium star support a mass loss
of this magnitude. This mass loss should be easily detect-
able as a variable dispersion measure as described in section
3 of chapter III. We conclude that mass loss cannot signifi-
cantly change the orbital period.
ill) Motion of the Barycenter.
If the binary barycenter is undergoing acceleration or
has an extremely high translat lonal velocity (Brumberg et_ a]..
1975, Blandford and Teukolsky 1975, S & B) there could be a
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significant contribution to the period change. However, the
pulsar period derivative would be similarly affected. Ex-
cept in the case of a near cancellation of two large but
nearly equal effects, we can set a lower limit to the time-
scale of any of these effects with the pulsar spin down rate.
Vz. > "Cpsr 7i ZxiO^yf (iv-21)
One possible source of acceleration of the system barycenter
with respect to the solar system is the galactic rotation.
Shapiro and Terzlan (1976) have shown that the timescale for
period change due to the galactic rotation law t is
g
(IV-22)
and should have no measurable Influence.
§ 5 • Precession of the Pulsar
If the spin axis of the pulsar is at a non-zero angle 9^
from the normal to the orbital plane of the system, the pul-
sar will undergo precession. The dominant effect is de Sitter
geodetic precession. The first comprehensive study of the
details of precession was performed by Hari Dass and Radha-
krlshnan (1975). They have determined that the time averaged
precession 9. of the axis of rotation about the orbital normal
is given by
n - i i'^^rt. C4n£:3_m \rQ' orbit
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or about 1.2 degrees per year for the best currenr value of
Y, assuming that General Relativity provides an adequate de-
scription of the system.
The precession of the pulsar may give observers an op-
portunity to obtain two dimensional information about vari-
ous properties of the pulsar emission beam. As the pulsar
precesses, the line of sight from the solar system will make
a different series of cuts through the pulsar beam. For the
first time, a two dimensional map may be obtained of the
pulsar emission region with information concerning pulse
shape and polarization, and the flux and spectrum. In pen-
cil beamx models if precession causes the pulsar beam to move
out of the line of sight the pulsar may disappear altogether
after 10 or so years.
The pulsar precession may also allow testing of the
light cylinder model. If the emission from the pulsar is a
fan beam rather than a pencil beam, the pulsar will not dis-
appear, though the flux polarization and pulse shape may
still be affected.
Hari Dass and Radhakrishnan discuss an additonal possi-
bility. In the event that we are precessing into the pulsar
beam, we may be able to observe perfect alignment of the
line of sight with the radiation core axis. A measurement
of the intrinsic polarization angle at this time would yield
the position angle of the projected rotational axis on the
sky in a model dependent way. The position angle information
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could be used as a test of the asymmetric radlat Ion
' model of
Harrison and Tademaru (1976).
It is only now becoming feasible to measure the polari-
zation of the mean pulse profile to the accuracy required for
these tests. The Swept L.O. system (McCulloch, Taylor, and
Welsberg 1978) will permit sampling of the 4 Stokes parame-
ters at sampling intervals of around 100 - 200 ys with this
system; meaningful measurements of the sweep of position
angle across the mean pulse profile can be made. A trial run
of the Swept L.O. system has provided a baseline of almost a
year between the high quality profile of 1977 July - August
and the 1978 June Swept L.O. data. The mean pulse profile
from 1978 June shows a tantalizing shift of the middle peak
relative to the older pulse profile, as can be seen in Figure
IV-2. This change, in addition to the flux variations de-
scribed in chapter III section 1, suggests that the preces-
sion of the pulsar has been observed. Acquisition of addi-
tional high quality data in the near future may confirm this
suspicion. The timescale of the changes is in good agreement
with the range of values predicted by Hari Dass and Radha-
krishnan.
§ 6 . Tests of Gravitational Theories
The final section of this chapter consists of a summary
of the several tests of General Relativity and of alternative
theories of gravitation afforded by the binary system. Some
of these tests require precise knowledge of the individual
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Figure IV-2. A superposition of two 430 MHz pulse
profiles. The solid line indicates the 1978 June
Swept L.O. profile. The dashed line indicates the
1977 July - August profile taken with the standard
observing setup. The time resolution is indicated
by the bar beneath the observation dates.
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masses of the components of the system. However, several
tests provide limits of alternate theories, given only ob-
servables well established at the present time.
Comparison between alternative metric theories of gra-
vity is best accomplished (in the weak field limit) with
the use of the Parametrized Post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism.
With the formalism, zhe theories differ from each other only
in the values of 10 dimensionless parameters. Any gravita-
tional experiment may then be regarded as a measurement of
one or more of these values, and in this fashion provides a
test of the alternative theories. Descriptions and develop-
ment of the PNN formalism is available in Weinberg (1972)
and Misner et al. (1973). Included in Appendix III is a
table of current viable metric theories and their associated
PPN parametric values.
i) Gravitational Radiation.
Section '4 of this chapter discussed the possibility of
indirectly detecting gravitational radiation in the binary
system by observing a spin up of the orbital period with an
associated timescale of t^^^ = 3.8 x iQ^ y^.^ jv^ost alternative
theories of gravity predict the existence of dipole radiation.
The dipole radiation would carry away significantly more
energy than the quadrupole radiation associated with General
Relativity. For instance, the Brans-Dicke Theory (1961) has
a dipole radiation timescale = 10^ yr (Eardley 1975).
The current observed Pg is consistent with General Relativity,
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and can be used to set very stringent limits on alternative
theories. Dipole radiation disappears for equal mass compo-
nents, so the limit is transformed into a limit on 1 - X,
the difference between 1 and the mass ratio. The dipole ra-
diation parameter is listed in Table IV-1, as well as the
limit on 1 - X, for the theories discussed by Will and Eard-
ley (1977) and Will (1977). For these calculations, the
observed value of of -2 x 10-12 ^^^^^ p^^^^ ^^^^^
must await the determination of the mass ratio, however, the
theories of Ni, Lightman-Lee
, and Rosen already require the
masses of the two components to be within \% . The calcula-
tion assumes that the pulsar and the com.panion behave dynam-
ically as point masses.
Recently Rosen (1977) has suggested that gravitational
radiation may not carry energy away from a source. The sug-
gestion is based upon the time-symmetry of the field equa-
tions for gravitational radiation. For General Relativity,
as well as the other viable metric theories, the solutions
to the field equations would also be symmetric, with the
consequence that the binary system will not lose or gain
energy by emitting gravitational radiation. The detection
of Pg, if in fact it is due to energy loss from gravitational
radiation, indicates that the time-symmetry must must some-
how be destroyed and only positive energy from the retarded
potential is carried away from the source.
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Theory (reference)
Ni (1973)
Lightman and Lee (1973)
Rosen (1973)
Brans and Dicke (I961)
General Relativity
Note 1. Calculation assumes a scalar coupling
constant co = 6.
Note 2. Dipole radiation is forbidden in General
Relativity. Because of the large
uncertainty in the determination of P
the quadrupole radiation provides no
useful limits on the mass range.
Table IV- 1. Permitted range of the mass ratio for
theories of gravitation.
Max |l - X
400
3
125
3
20.
3
2 + 0)
0. 004
0.008
0.020
0.102 Note 1
Note 2
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ii ) Limits to PPN parameter c?.
In some non-conservative metric theories of gravity, the
center of m.ass of a binary system may "self-accelerate" In
the direction of the system's perlastron. The violation of
momentum conservation Is not present In General Relativity or
In any seml-conservatlve theory of gravity, and there are few
current viable theories with Cz 0 (Will 1976 ). However, z,^
Is also a measure of the contribution of self-gravlt at lonal
energy to the relatlvistlc "active" mass of an object and Is
sensitive to the value of ^2. Tests to date have produced
only the weak limit of |c2| < 100 (Shapiro and Teukolsky
1976) .
For the binary pulsar, the contribution to the pulsar
period derivative P would be (Will I976)
where X Is the mass ratio M /M and T is the time span in
P ^
years from 197^ September. In the case of identical masses,
the acceleration is zero, so a determ.lnat ion of the masses
will be prerequisite to a definitive test. However, for
(1 - X) > .1, we have IC2I < .O36. After an adequate deter-
mination of X, P will provide the first good limit on 1,2.
ill ) Anisotropic Gravity.
In the event that anisotropic post-Newtonian metric po-
tentials exist, celestial bodies would have anisotropic In-
ertial and/or gravitational masses (Nordtvedt 1975). The
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current value of the perlastron advance of the binary pulsar
has been used by Nordtvedt to place an upper limit on the
magnitude of such an effect. If less than .5° yr~^ of the
periastron advance is due to the anisotropy, the magnitude
of the anisotropy matrices is limited to be less than 10"'*
or 10 5. A fit to the data with an added parameter Wj^j may
be justifiable after approximately 10 years of observations
to place an even stronger limit to the anisotropy. At that
time a several years' periodicity in the anisotropic preces-
sion would allow separation of that term from classical or
relativistic precession terms.
iv) Advance of Periastron as a Test of Alternative
Gravitational Theories.
If an independent, non-relat ivistic method can be used
to determine the inclination of the system, the periastron
advance could be made into a test of General Relativity and
other viable theories. The full PPN form of the periastron
advance is
For General Relativity, { y = 3 = 1 , = C 2 = 0 } . This
could be used to test ^2, as solar system^ limits on the
other PPN parameters are already fairly strong.
A non-relativistic determination of the inclination
angle is required. Measurements determined from aberration
effects and polarimetry position angle sv;eep have been sug-
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gested. Any relatlvistlc determination of the inclination
(e.g. with the 0(v/c)^ terms) may also be contaminated by
different PPN values in the fit, and would not be suitably
independent. Needless to say, all other sources of perias-
tron advance, such as rotational or tidal effects, must be
thoroughly understood. For these reasons, it is not likely
that the relatlvistlc advance will prove to be a decisive
test of gravitational theories.
v) Precession of the Pulsar Spin Axis.
The pulsar precession described in section 5 of this
chapter could be viewed as a test of the PPN parameters of
the various 'theories. The values derived by Hari Dass and
Radhakrlshnan assume that General Relativity is the proper
description of gravitation. The full PPN precession fi^
,
-PPN
is (Will 1978)
.^r r^" ... ^...v,„i (IV-26)
where y and ai are PPN parameters, n is the unit vector
parallel to the pulsar's spin axis, and no is a unit vector
normal to the orbital plane. For general relativity, we have
Y = Ij ai =0. The major problem using precession as a rela-
tlvistlc test rests with determining observatlonally the mag-
nitude of the precession from changes in pulse shape or posi-
tion angle sweep curves. Of course, if one is willing to
wait ~300 yrs until the pulsar precesses back into view, an
accurate test Indeed would ensue! The orbital and individual
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mass elements should be very well-known by then!
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
§1. Introduction
The final chapter contains a summary of the salient
points and accomplishments of this dissertation. Because
observations of the pulsar are an on-going project, there
is also Included a brief section describing the Swept L.O.
observing system and anticipating results that may be ob-
tained in the next few years. This chapter also houses a
summary of the several evolutionary scenarios that have
been proposed for the binary system, and a section devoted
to tests concerning the nature of the companion. In se-
quential order, the chapter consists of: evolutionary
scenarios (section two), the observational tests (section
three), the Swept L.O. system (section four), and the sum-
mary in section five.
§ 2
. Evolutionary History
One possible approach to determining the nature of the
companion is through the development of evolutionary histor-
ies of the system. This technique cannot be used to conclu-
sively rule out any companion type, but arguments can be
made to the effect that a neutron star companion is the most
likely. Schemes have been devised to also produce a black
hole, white dwarf, and helium star companion. The different
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scenarios are divided into two classes. The first class,
referred to by S & B as high mass, consists of those pic-
tures where the total final mass is 2.84Mq. The low mass
category is populated by systems where the companion is
either a rapidly rotating white dwarf (RRWD) or a helium
star. In these systems, the classical effects contribute
significantly to the advance of periastron, and the total
mass of the system is less than 2.8^M
Neutron Star Mass Limits
Before discussing the binary system history, a digres-
sion is necessary. Because an appreciable portion of zhe
periastron advance is caused by classical effects, the low
mass systems involve light neutron stars. In particular,
the maximum neutron star mass, permitted for a neutron star
- helium star system is ~.6Mg. Sys-ems with RRWDs have the
full range of permitted neutron star masses. However, neu-
tron stars with masses above ~1Mq are found in systems
where the companion rotates extremely rapidly. The re-
quired rotation rate of a
.
7Mg companion to a IM^ neutron
star is within perhaps 10 seconds of its centrifugal break
up limit of about 20 seconds. So low mass neutron stars
are once again favored.
There is some observational and theoretical input to
this question. The masses of neutron stars in X-ray binary
systems are all observed to have masses larger than . 6Mgj
(M & T, p. 82, Table 5-1) and in the case of Vela X-1,
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larger than 1.6M^ (van Paradijs et al. 1976) . As these ob-
jects are assumed to be progenitors to the binary pulsar
system In many evolutionary scenarios, a weak case can be
made favoring the heavier system. Theoretically, permitted
neutron star masses range from .1 ( Pandharipande and Smith
1975) to some as yet undetermined upper limit of around 2
or 3Mq. Barring core fragmentation It Is a bit difficult
to understand the formation of very light neutron stars
(Mj^g < .6Mg). A supernova Is triggered by a pre-supernova
core which exceeds ~1.4Mq and Implodes. It would be rather
surprising If so tightly bound an object could lose much
matter In the ensuing explosion. Once again massive neu-
tron stars seem to be favored.
1) Neutron Star Companion.
The following scenario has been constructed from papers
by Flannery and van den Heuvel (1975), Webblnk (1975b), S & B
and Sutantyo (1977) and references therein. Consider the
following sequence of events. The binary system Initially
consists of a l6Mg primary and a 4Mg secondary. The l6Mgj
star evolves towards the red giant phase and overflows Its
Roche limit. After a period of mass exchange, the system
consists of a ^M^ helium star and a l6Mg main sequence star.
The helium star evolves until continued nucleosynthesis
pushes the core over zhe Chandrasekhar limit and triggers a
supernova. The system then enters an X-ray binary stage
(van den Heuvel and Helse 1972). The secondary enters Its
red giant phase and begins to dump matter back onto' the neu-
tron star primary. Most likely the mass loss will exceed by
many orders of magnitude the accretion onto the neutron star,
and most of the mass will be lost to the system. The orbi-
tal separation between the components will diminish. The re-
sult will be a ~4M^ helium star and the -lAK^ neutron star.
There is an alternative method by which the close bin-
ary system can be produced. If the mass loss from the 16M
®
secondary is sufficiently great, the secondary and the neu-
tron star can be surrounded by a common envelope, quenching
the X-ray binary and forming a double core star (Webbink
1975a, Paczynski 1976). The friction of the envelope on
the neutron star is a very efficient means of converting
orbital angular momentum into spin angular momentum of the
envelope. When the orbital radius reaches approximately
twice the radius of the Ke core of the secondary, the
frictional luminosity becomes so great that the envelope is
completely driven off and a helium star in a IR^ orbit
with the neutron star result. In either case, the helium
star then continues nucleosynthesis until it exceeds its
CHandrasekhar limit and forms a second neutron star of about
Either of the histories have the great advantage of be-
ing able to relate two seemingly disparate facts. The pul-
sar has the second shortest period known, yet its timing age
is extremely long. This is very unusual, because short per-
iod pulsars usually have relatively small timing ages. The
magnetic field strength associated with the timing age of
PSR 1913+16 for an assumed mass of
-lAn^ is -10^' gauss,
about an order of magnitude less than the canonical value.
If the observed pulsar is the first neutron star formed, the
low magnetic field can be explained as the result of the
X-ray binary phase (S & B)
. Additionally, Davidson and
Ostriker (1973) have derived equilibrium periods for neutron
stars in X-ray binary systems and S & B find that using
their equations and a field strength of 10 gauss, the eq-
uilibrium period is about 60 ms . The small spin down rate
would change the period insignificantly over lO' years.
Several comments are in order concerning the second
supernova. If the supernova is considered to be an instan-
taneous symmetric explosion which caused no mass loss to the
companion, the pre-supernova values of the masses, and semi-
major axis can be determined from the current values of M
P
M
,
e and ai. The initial pre-supernova mass is 3.17M^ for
^ ®
a neutron star companion (see Table 1 of S & B) . If
there were an asymmetry of - .1% then a k¥i^ is allowable.
The papers of Flannery and van den Heuvel (1975) and Sutantyo
(1977) contain extensive calculations of the kick velocities
and angles required to keep the binary system bound.
There is another process that may have played an import-
ant role in the evolution of the high mass system. The ac-
celeration due to asymmetric radiation (Harrison and Tademaru
1975, Tademaru 1976) provides a mechanism whereby the large
observed eccentricity may be produced. In the model it is
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shown that a rotating dlpole magnetic field offset from the
spin axis radiates asymmetrically in a direction parallel to
the spin axis. The force exerted on the pulsar can be quite
important immediately after neutron star formation. If the
system is not disrupted by the supernova or the radiation
force, the system will tend to align itself so that the asym-
metric force (and hence the spin axis) is in the orbital
plane and is perpendicular to the line of apsldies. The ec-
centricity is changed in a fashion dependent upon the initial
conditions. Though precession of a pulsar will have long
since destroyed the alignment with respect to the line of ap-
sldies, the final configuration may be such that both the
pulsar and the companion have their spin axes in the orbital
plane. This prediction may constitute a test of the theory,
and has consequences for the observational tests of the next
section
.
ii) Black Hole Model.
The upper mass limit to a neutron star is not well esta-
blished, and if the neutron star formed during the first sup-
ernova event is able to accept sufficient mass during the
X-ray or double core phase, a black hole may be produced.
The black hole would be observat ionally difficult to disting-
uish from another neutron star.
ill) V/hlte Dwarf.
S & B develop an evolutionary scenario appropriate for
the formation of a high mass white dwarf companion. The
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initial system consists of an primary and a 6M^ secon-
dary. The primary evolves as before to the point where it
overflows its Roche lobe. If both angular momentum and
total mass are conserved, the end result is a l.SM^ carbon
-
oxygen (C
- 0) white dwarf ~25 AU from the 12. TM^ star.
If the system goes through a double core stage when the sec-
ondary overflows its Roche lobe, the white dwarf will spi-
ral in towards the core (which looks like a 3
.
5Mq or
helium star) and most of the mass and angular momentum of
the system will be lost. The result is a pre-supernova con-
figuration with a white dwarf companion. It should be noted
that the white dwarf can be differentially rotating (Ostriker
and Bodenheimer 1968). Stable differentially rotating white
dwarfs exist to so all inclination angles are permitted
for this system.
Next we consider evolutionary sequences that lead to a
low mass system, where a significant portion of the observed
periastron advance is due to classical effects.
Iv) Helium Star Companion.
S & B reconsider the evolution of the white dwarf de-
scribed above. If there is severe mass and angular momentum
loss as the 8M^^ primary overflows its Roche lobe, then its
1.3Mg white dwarf core will spiral inward towards the 6Mg
star, and most of the 8Mg envelope will be lost. If the
white dwarf is as close as 50 from the SIIq star, then the
system will form a double core star before helium is ignited
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in the core. The pre-supernova configuration would then be
a 1.3M^ White dwarf and a . 6M, helium core. One oroblem
with this scenario Is that the orbital radius resulting f.on
the double core stage seems to be too small by a factor of
about 3(2R^^ .
.25R^).
The helium star should still possess a small hydrogen
envelope, which would In time expand and overflow the Roche
lobe. Accretion onto the white dwarf would then push that
star over the Chandrasekhar limit to trigger the supernova.
The total mass of the system would then be ^1.2M
®
*
v) White Dwarf Companion.
S & B append the helium star evolution considered in
iv) With a brief description of how a RRWD could be found.
The helium star may have had time since the supernova to
evolve into a white dwarf. if it was co-rotating with the
first white dwarf and conserved angular momentum as it con-
tracted, then the spin would be the value required to cause
the classical periastron advance needed in that system.
Van Horn et al. (1975) have proposed a different scheme
to produce a white dwarf companion. The initial masses are
taken to be and IM^. The primary undergoes mass loss
to the secondary and then, as a ~1.3Mq white dwarf, accretes
mass back from the now expanding secondary. The separation
between the two stars diminishes at this point, proposed
mechanisms being double core stars, tidal or gravitational
dissipation. Eventually the Chandrasekhar limit is exceeded
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and the ensuing supernova blasts most of the remaining hydro-
gen from the system. The secondary then becomes a white
dwarf of less than
-IM^ and in the final contraction may
spin up to account for the observed periastron advance.
Iv) Discussion.
The most probable companion from an evolutionary point
of view seems to be another neutron star. Such a system
can be followed through accretion. X-ray binary and double
core stages with a good deal of confidence. The agreement
between the observed short period and equilibrium period
predicted by the accretion lends a considerable amount of
support to a two neutron star system. However, other evo-
lutionary scenarios can be constructed, leading to black
hole, white dwarf, and helium star companions. Though
there are problems with evolutionary tlmescales being too
long or final separations too small, it is nonetheless
Impossible to rule out any of the proposed companions on
evolutionary grounds.
§ 3 . Inquiries into the Nature of the Companion
In this section, three investigations into possible
observable consequences of an RRWD or helium star compan-
ion are presented. The first two involve placing limits on
the permitted tilt angle of the companion's spin axis with
respect to the orbital plane. The third is a brief discus-
sion of the reported detection of a star at the timing
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position of the pulsar (Kristian et al. 1978).
i) White Dwarf Companion.
S 8c B have developed a test whereby an RRWD companion
could be detected observationally
. For a given tilt angle
e. between the RRWD spin axis and the orbital angular momen-
tum vector, they derive a relationship between the classical
periastron advance and a change in the inclination angle of
the system (section Illb). The off axis rotation results in
a component of the distortion out of the orbital plane and
the orbit undergoes an oscillation about a fixed angle with
respect to the plane of the sky. The rotational contribu-
tion w^Q^ to the advance is
^rot = 0. 84 (^)'^^ YJ^"' (IV- 1 1
)
For small 6^ (shown below to be appropriate), the change in
inclination angle is found to be d/dt(i) ~ ew ^. Using; the
rot ^
observed value and an upper limit of d/dt(i) equal to the
formal error of that term., we can derive a very stringent
limit of < .01^1°. An alignment of that precision in the
system is highly unlikely. The asymmetric radiation force
or a slightly asymmetric supernova would suffice to tilt the
orbital plane of the system. Dissipative forces cannot be
very strong in the system, since the observed eccentricity
is still very large. Any original tilt should still be pre-
sent .
There are a number of comm.ents that must be made. The
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first involves assumptions made in the derivation. Equation
IV-11 is strictly true only for rigid body rotation. If the
white dwarf behaves like a fluid or executes some form of
uniform rotation, the spin mom.entum will perform much the
same motion, possibly with the addition of nutation. Sec-
ondly, special angles {6^ = sin-^/IT?) and Tr/2} must be ex-
cluded. The only problem occurs with 6 = 7t/2. In the
event that the asymmetric radiation force dominated zhe
early history of the binary system, and the pre-supernova
components had their spin and orbital axes aligned (the most
probable case) then we may expect the spin axes of the two
stars to be found in the plane of the orbit, i.e. 6 = 7t/2
t
(Harrison and Tademaru 1976 ). For this case, periastron
advance can occur with no corresponding change in the or-
bital inclination, and the limit derived above is invalid.
The third possibility is that the least squares program
might absorb the change in inclination angle in another par-
ameter. For an RRWD - neutron star system, the anticipated
oscillatory period of the orbital inclination is of order a
few hundred days. Barring an improbable coincidence of an
oscillation of about 365 days, the change in inclination
angle should show up in the error of the a^sin i term.
ii ) Helium Star Companion.
If the helium star has a rotational period of 2 hours
or less, rotational distortions will approach the magnitude
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Of the tidal distortions (Roberts et al. 1976) and the change
in the orbital inolinatlon angle would be detectable m the
manner described above. Tidal distortions by then-.selves can
have no effect on the Inclination angle, as they are raised
synm>etrl=ally with respect to the orbital plane. However,
It is possible for the symmetry to be destroyed by slow rota-
tion. It seems that this effect has not been studied before.
An Observable change in the orbital inclination angle should
again be proportional to the tilt angle 6^. This phase lag
effect is responsible for the increase in the semlmajor axis
of the earth
- moon system. A similar effect may also occur
with a helium star companion, detectable as P, . The sl^r^ of
P^, as well as the sign of w^^^, the change of the longitude
of periastron caused by the phase lag, is decided by the spe-
cific dynamics of the system. The following is an order of
magnitude calculation of the importance of this effect.
Assume that the helium star rotates synchronously {^^^
~
^orb ^ '^^^ rotation term can be neglected. The time
that it takes the tidal bulge to dissipate (and hence the
degree to which the tidal distortion is carried out of the
orbital plane) is roughly the sound travel time t through
s
the star
t (G/O) (V-1)
For a
.
5M^ helium star, t^ ~ 100 s. The torque N exerted on
the pulsar will be (Jeffreys 1959)
Where <p^> is an averaged density of the companion. M and a
are typical masses and separations In the system, and e is
the Phase lag angle. The precession of perlastron due to
the phase lag will then be
a5 (v-3)
for small e. The change in inclination angle should go
roughly as For synchronous rotation, e ~ nt ~ .02.
Upon substitution of values we have (L^ ^ - .03 deg yr" ^
.
The effect is too small to provide a good limit on e^.
Detailed calculations would be appropriate in the event that
the com.panion is a helium star, because the effect might be
detectable for large 9^, and could provide information on
the orbital tilt angle.
ill) Optical Observations.
Kristian and Westphal (1978) report a detection of an
object of magnitude -22.5 at the timing position of the pul-
sar. The observation would be a significant one, and might
be extremely useful in determining the com.panion type.
The following discussion will focus on two aspects of
the detection. The first is concerned with the chance super-
position of a background star at the expected position. The
second attempts to use estimates of helium star luminosities,
pulsar optical luminosities, and the expected amount of red-
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denlng to determine if the pulsar or the companion might have
been detected.
Chance Superposition
Based on a slight extrapolation of the table of A the
number of stars per square degree within the brightness range
m + 1/2 ^ m - 1/2 for galactic latitude 0° (Allen 1973,
§117, p. 293), we have that there should be -10^* ^ = 2 x lo^
stars deg'^ The chance that a background star may be found
within 1 arcsec of the timing position is then roughly equal
to the density of stars arcsec'S N, for that magnitude range
We conclude that it Is unlikely that a background star would
be found at the timing position.
Possible Detection-analysis
There are two possibilities. The detected object could
be a helium star companion or faint optical emission from
the pulsar, akin to that detected from the Crab pulsar or
the Vela pulsar (which has the third shortest period, 89 ms)
Reddening
An attempt to predict the apparent magnitude of an op-
tical object in the binary system will have to allow a cor-
rection for interstellar absorption. Davldsen et_ al. (1975)
studied seven stars in the area of the pulsar timing posi-
tion. They were able to estimate the extinction, color ex-
cess, and distance for these stars. They determined a value
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of 1.5 ± .3 kpc-^ or atotal of 7 magnitudes of reddening.
It is possible that the line of sight may break out of the
reddening layer before reaching 5 kpc, and the absorption
"3 - ^ mag.
Helium St ar as the Observed Companion
Helium stars have luminosities in the range of 1 - lo^
Lg, however the bolometric corrections are large (-5 mag).
The absolute magnitude in the visual band of a 30 helium
star should be -6. At 5 kpc with 3-5 magnitudes of extinc-
tion, we have an estimated apparent magnitude of 23. We con-
clude that it is possible for the detected object to be a
helium star.
Optical Emission
If the difference in luminosity between the Crab and •
Vela pulsars is attributable to the longer period of the Vela
pulsar, then it can be shown that the optical lum.inosity must
scale as ~P"^^. This value is in excellent agreement with
the yr"^ decrease of the optical emission of the Crab
pulsar reported by Kristian (1978). If the same scaling
holds for PSR 1913+16, then the pulsed emission should be a
factor of -1000 less than the Crab pulsar. At 2.5 times the
distance we anticipate that the time-averaged pulsed emission
should be approximately 11.5 magnitudes fainter than the Crab
pulsar emission (niQpj^g ~ 16.5), or about 28 mag.
If the optical emission mechanism is incoherent synchro-
tron radiation, then a scaling of ~p~^° is expected. This
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model Is not excluded by existing data (M & T) . For this
scaling law, a visual magnitude of -21 results. In addition,
not all the emission need be pulsed. If only 5% of the op-
tical emission is pulsed, then an apparent visual magnitude
of 23.5 would result. This possibility is suggested by the
observation of a substantial amount of non-pulsed optical
emission from the Vela pulsar (Manchester 1978).
Discussion
It seems that the observed star is most likely the com-
panion star. Under the most favorable of scaling laws and
total emission assumptions, the pulsar should have an appar-
ent magnitude of
-23-5, about one magnitude fainter than the
detected value. The calculation when based on the observa-
tional law yields an apparent time-averaged magnitude of -28,
in good agreement with published limits (Nather et al. 1977).
However, this pulsar has had a considerably different evolu-
tionary history than either the Crab or Vela pulsar, and
there remains a small chance that the detected object is the
pulsar.
§ 4 . Future Developments
Timing observations of the binary pulsar are continuing,
and the next scheduled observing session is 1978 October.
With this and the next several sessions, it is hoped to
achieve a long baseline of high quality timing data. The
new observing system is described below.
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i) The Swept L.O. System
Attempts to improve the time resolution of binary pulsar
tim.ing data must deal with two conflicting needs: the desir-
ability of having small bandwidths to achieve the time reso-
lution and the necessity of having large enough bandwidths to
acquire sufficient slgnal-to-noise
. McCuUoch and Taylor
have devised an observing system whereby the dispersive delay
introduced by the interstellar medium is rem.oved before de-
tection and problems with large bandwidths are much less se-
vere. The resulting pulse profile has effectively 43 ys
smearing and a corresponding increase in tim.ing accuracy is
expected. The predetection dispersion removal is accom-
plished by tracking the downward frequency sweep of the pulse
with a variable local oscillator, offset by a small amount
from the observing frequency. In this fashion, the time de-
pendence of the arrivals at different frequencies is removed,
and the pulse is observed continuously over a total frequency
bandwidth determined by the pulsar period and dispersion mea-
sure. The preliminary test of the system in 1978 June had 5
times the bandwidth of previous 430 measurements, and nearly
10 times less dispersive smearing.
ii ) Future Studies.
The focus of future observations will continue to be
acquisition of timing data. The next few sessions should
bring about the firm establishment of the pulsar and compan-
ion masses. See Figure V-1 for a plot of the learning curve
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Figure V-1. The fractional accuracy to which the
values of the four relativistic parameters are known is
plotted against the date of the determination. The
curves are then drawn by hand. The slopes of these
learning curves are the result of complicated interactions
between longer time baselines, smaller observational
measurement uncertainties, and the application of better
fitting techiniques to the data.
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for these relativistlc effects. The over-determination pro-
vided by the 0(v/c)3 terms will serve as an all-important
Check on the assumption that the system behaves dynamically
like two point masses. The values of the masses will then
allow exact calculation of a number of the relativistlc ef-
fects and gravitational tests detailed in the last chapter.
Chief among these will be specific predictions of gravita-
tional radiation losses for the system in General Relativity
and other gravitational theories. The General Relativity
prediction can be compared to the value derived in the
fit. Also, the upper limit to will be established more
definitively
.
The increased accuracy of the tim.ing data might warrant
the inclusion of an additional fit term: X, zhe angle be-
tween the pulsar spin axis and the orbital angular momentum
axis. The determination of the spin axis orientation would
come from Galilean aberration effects. The spin axis orien-
tation would serve as an important test of the asymmetric
radiation model, as well as aid in the interpretation of po-
larimetry observations.
An important by-product of the timing observations is
the mean pulse shape. The precession of the pulsar is best
studied from the pulse shape changes in time, though future
observations should include a few flux calibrations to moni-
tor associated flux changes. The calibrations would be ra-
ther simple to perform, and could prove invaluable in
studying pulsar radiation patterns.
Additional polarimetry should also receive a high pri-
ority. The Swept L.O. system is amenable for use in a 4 x
252 channel mode, and would allow simultaneous acquisition
of the 4 independent polarizations necessary to determine
the Stokes parameters. The time resolution can be increased
by nearly a factor of 10 above that used in the studies re-
ported in this dissertation. Accurate absolute position
angle determinations and the mean pulse polarization struc-
ture can provide a wealth of emission mechanism information
if continuous monitoring is pursued for several years.
§ 5
.
Summary
The binary pulsar has proven itself to be a fascinating
and extremely valuable object for study. Pour years of tim.-
ing data have allowed a preliminary determination of the
system masses, as well as a tentative consistency check from
the 0(v/c)^ terms and an indication of the presence of orbi-
tal spin up due to gravitational radiation. This final sec-
tion is a heuristic description of the binary system that
emerges from research to date.
The timing data strongly suggests that the system is
composed of two compact stars of nearly equal mass in an
-IRg mutual orbit inclined to about 45° from the plane of
the sky. Prom evolutionary history arguments, the compan-
ion is most likely another neutron star. There is a well
determined advance of the longitude of periastron in the
system, most probably due entirely to relativistic gravita-
tional effects. These effects are also to be found in high
order terms in the timing data, and future observations
will provide a significant increase in the accuracy to
which we know the orbital elements and relativistic effects.
We wish to emphasize again that all three relativistic ef-
fects (oj, sin i, and P^) are consistent to within the for-
mal errors with each other, with General Relativity, and
with a system composed of two point masses with a total mass
of ~2.84ivig. The only serious problem with a wholehearted
adoption of this interpretation of the system may be the
optical detection. There is some chance that the detected
object is the pulsar. If the detected object is the helium
star, then the consistency of the three relativistic effects
is not expected, though it could be contrived. A resolution
of this discrepancy must await additional data.
The observed pulsar is a respectable member of the
class. The pulse shape and flux spectrum are typical of
pulsars in general, as are the average pulse polarization
characteristics. The 430 MHz signal is about 257^ linearly
polarized, with no detected circular polarization. The
companion does not seem to interact in any way with any of
these observables. The lack of dispersion measure change
with orbital phase sets an upper limit of ~10^ electrons
cm"^ in the vicinity of the pulsar. This limit is not
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strong enough to categorically dismiss the possibility of a
helium star companion, though the limit on m.ass loss is more
than adequate to rule out the possibility that mass loss
could contribute to an orbital spin up of the magnitude of
that predicted by General Relativity.
There are two detectable effects of the binary system
on the pulsar, both of which are fruitful areas of research.
The precession of the pulsar, if confirmed in future obser-
ving sessions, provides the first opportunity to look at a
two dimensional map of such pulsar quantities as flux, spec-
trum, pulse shape, and polarization. The other effect is
somewhat more speculative, and is related to the evolutionary
history of the system. For such a rapid pulse rate, the pul-
sar spin down rate is extremely small, and interactions with
the companion have been proposed to account for this anomaly.
In the favored evolutionary scenario, the observed pulsar was
born first, and has probably undergone mass exchange in an
X-ray binary or double core star phase. The pulsar magnetic
field may have been severely attenuated by the accretion, and
the pulsar spun up to its present period. Spin ups are com-
monly observed in X-ray binary systems. The small amount of
timing noise evidently present in this source may also be an
outcome of the interactive phases in its evolution.
The system as described is a perfect laboratory for
relatlvistic gravitational experiments. These have been
described elsewhere and need not be summarized again.
The pulsar and its binary system have been very re-
warding to study. Many areas of physics and astronomy are
involved, from star counts to gravitational theory. The
system is exciting to contemplate and to study, and it
presents a wealth of observational and interpretat ional
complexities worthy of many years of effort.
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APPENDIXI
TIMING EQUATION FOR A PULSAR IN A BINARY SYSTEM
The complete timing equation for the binary pulsar is
reproduced below. The basic formalism and rationale is set
forth in Manchester and Peters (1972). The derivation of
the timing equation through OCv/c)^ was accomplished by
Blandford and Teukolsky (1976), and Epstein (1977) derived
the timing equation through 0(v/c)^ The formula desired is
the infinite-frequency barycentric arrival time t which is00
the time at which a distant observer will detect the Nth
pulse, after correcting for relative motion with respect to
the solar system, the gravitational field of the solar sys-
tem, and the frequency dispersion of the pulse caused by
free electrons between the pulsar and the observer. At the
pulsar surface, the proper time Tp is given implicitly by
an equation similar to (II-l)
The metric used by Epstein is
(A-2)
where
u(x.t)-- Ik ^ Ik (A-3)
(x-Xp(t)) ii-U^
is the potential.
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The pulsar Is located at position (X,, Tr/2,
^) where ^ = ./2
Is the orbital plane, and * is the true anomaly. The two
body solution to the equations of motion was found by
Wagoner and Wills (1976).
The eccentric anomaly E is used. The relationship be-
tween E and the true anomaly (}> ' at t is
00
Then, the correction between proper time on the pulsar and
observer's time t^, (to within an additive constant) is
found in terms of the orbital parameters.
(A-5)
where
od - ooo u3t X = a, sin i
1^1
As described in section 4 of chapter II, the residuals
are calculated using estimates of the parameters of the sys-
tem. These residuals are obtained by substituting equation
A-5 into equation A-1 to obtain a predicted time for the Nth
pulse, and subtracting this time from the observed arrival
time. Dropping the subscript on t^ we have that the resid-
ual R(t) is
(A-6)
where
_
oc SmEl '/5C0SL ^ _ oc(cx3sE-Q) +&s\nE
V ~ i-eCosL ^ ^ ~ 1-ecosE
Please refer to Epstein (1977) for definitions of undefined
terms in equations A-5 and A-6.
Iil2
The coefficient for each term of the fit is then the co-
efficient associated with that term in the residual equation.
Corrections to the fitted parameters are then calculated in a
least squares fit to the residuals. The coefficients are
used to compute a matrix having the various moments and cross
products of the residuals and coefficients as elements. This
matrix is then inverted and corrections found by matrix mul-
tiplication of the inverse and the initial set of fitted par-
ameters. A complete description of the least squares fit can
be found in Bevington (1969). Similarly, error estimates for
each term can be calculated.
APPENDIXII
POLARIMETRY
- 1- Stokes Parameters
For polarimetry studies, it is usually convenient to
describe the signal m terms of the 4 Stokes parameters I,
Q, U, V. If the incoming signal consists of a (time aver-
aged) LHCP electric field and an RHCP electric field V
,R
then we have
I = + the total intensity
Q = 2Vj^Vp, one linear polarization
^ " 2V^Vj^( delayed). the orthogonal linear polarization
V =
-
the circular polarization
= 1/2 tan ^(Q/U) the position angle of the linear
polarization
where Vp,( delayed) is the RHCP of signal delayed by 7t/2. The
fraction of linear and circular polarization are then:
fractional linear = (Q^ + U^)^/^ /j
fractional circular = V/I
§ 2
. Calibrations
For polarimetry, it is critical to know the relative
gains of the LHCP and RHCP signals. In order to determine
the unknown polarization of a source, this calibration must
be performed by observing a source having no circularization
.
1^3
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In addition, a temperature calibration must be run on both
circular polarization channels, to finally calibrate the
linear channels. In order to accomplish these calibrations,
the following telescope pointing and temperature calibra-
tion pattern was used:
1°N of source On source 1°S of source Left cal on
Right cal on.
At 1415 MHz, 30 second integrations were used at each
position. 10 seconds of fast-sampled data were gathered at
430 MHz, and then folded to form a set of calibrations equi-
valent to those at l4l5 MHz.
The source for the l4l5 MHz cals was 3C 409, which has
circular polarization less than ^% and a flux of 13.04 Jy.
The left and right temp cals were 5.82°K and 6.65°K respect-
ively.
The calibration source at 430 MHz was 3C 4ll having less
than Zio circular polarization and a flux of 8.2 Jy. The left
and right temp cals were 169°K and 106°K respectively. We
made one additional type of calibration. We have performed
the calibrations necessary to determine the absolute position
angle of the source in the sky. A calibration dipole of
known position angle is observed, so that the relative posi-
tion angle can be related to a position angle in the sky. In
addition, PSR 2020+16 was observed at 430 MHz, as a test and
check for the system. The absolute position angle corrections
to the quoted position angle has not been found, though all
1^15
the data are available. Because of the weakness of the pul-
sar and lack of polarization at 1415 MHz and the poorness of
the sampling at ^30, the absolute position angle was judged
not important. Any future position angle determinations
will surely be made at Arecibo at i430 MHz and any differ-
ences in the relative position angles will indicate differ-
ences in the absolute position angles.
Faraday Rotation
Although not a calbration per se
,
Faraday rotation
could be a possible cause of apparent depolarization of the
pulsar. Faraday rotation is the rotation of the position
angle of a linearly polarized source at different frequen-
cies caused by the propagation of the radio waves through
the interstellar medium in the presence of a component of
the magnetic field parallel to the line of sight. If the
rotation measure R is known, the Faraday rotation at any
frequency v is
Z\y - Rci^v^ (A-7)
where A^j is the rotation of the position angle between infin-
ite frequency and the observed frequency v. VJhen observing
at low frequencies and large bandpasses, it is possible for
the rotation of the position angle across the bandpass to
significantly depolarize the source. In this case, the dif-
ferential rotation 5^^ across a bandpass of 6v is
Ike
Substituting the maximum rotation measure observed in a pul-
sar (-614 rad. m'M for PSR 1641-45 we have that the rota-
tion across the 250 kHz bandpass at 43O MHz is less than 20°,
and the effects of depolarization are judged not important.
Depolarization is even less important at the higher frequency
because of the strong v" ^ dependency.
§ 3. Determination of Stokes Parameters
The information from the 4 channels of the polarimeter
takes the final form of "displacements" measured in computer
units. These displacements are related to the Stokes para-
meters in the following equations:
(A-9)
The units of the D's are computer units, I, Q, U, V are in
flux units, and R^a. a_6T are in computer units/flux units
L n L n Li n
(c.u./f.u.). The measurement of the standard source gives
Rt and Rr, in c.u./f.u. The measurement of the calibration
temperature in the left and right channels gives ^-^/l^-j and
Rj^/Aj^ where is the system gain in the ith polarization,
from which the system gains A^ and A^ can be determined.
Then the a's and 3's are determined by the product of the
system gain and the calibration temperature response in the
linear polarization channels. The resulting fluxes in I,
Q, U, and V are determined by substituting the D's, R's,
a's, and 6 ' s
.
Parallactic Angle Corrections
In an altitude-azimuth telescope such as the Arecibo
instrument, the telescope field rotates against a fixed
angle in the sky, as the source is tracked across the sky.
For PSR 1913+16, the correction is very important near tran-
sit, where the azimuth arm swings around nearly l80° as the
source passes nearly overhead. The circular polarization
and total intensity are not affected. In order to compen-
sate for the rotation, the complex linear polarization vec-
tor L = Q + iU is formed. The phase of L is then related to
the position angle by equation A-5. The phase is adjusted
by the parallactic angle as described in Appendix IV of
NAIC report #46, Rankin et al. (1976). After the parallac-
tic corrections have been made, the Stokes parameters for
each 5 min integration can be summed directly. In this
manner, the plots of Figure III-7 were produced.
APPENDIX III
PPN FORMALISM
The following description of the parametrized post-
Newtonian (PPN) formalism is adapted from Will (1979). The
formalism was devised in order to study and classify compet-
ing theories of gravity. In the weak field, slow motion,
post-Newtonian limit, all metric theories differ from one
another only by their predictions for a set of 10 dimension-
less parameters. Various relativistic effects can then be
cast into forms depending explicitly on these PPN parameters
and thereby greatly facilitate comparison between experiment
and theory. Table A-1 lists the currently used PPN para-
meters and the values for the parameters for these types of
metric theories: a) General Relativity, b) semi-conserva-
tive theories based on conservation of momentum (the invari-
ant action principle), and c) fully conservative theories
also having global conservation of angular momentum.
The PPN parameters are small numerical coefficients
that occur in front of gravitational potentials obtained in
the expansion of the space time metric in any given theory
about the "flat-space" Minkowskii metric [diag (-1,1,1,1)].
The various parameters have meanings in terms of these po-
tentials. Y is sensitive to the amount of curvature asso-
ciated with a unit mass as compared to General Relativity,
and 6 tests the amount on non-linearity in the superposition
law in each particular theory. i; is sensitive to preferred-
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Table A-1. The PPN parameters. ^'
2Parameter * Value in Value in semi- Value in fully-
General conservative conservative
Relativity Theories Theories
Y 1 Y Y
3 1 e B
? 0 5 ^
ai 0 ai 0
a2 0 a2 0
eta 0 0 0
Ci 0 0 0
?2 0 0 0
C3 0,0 0
i;^ 0 0 0
Note 1. Adapted from (Will 1979)
Note 2. The significance of the PPN parameters
is explained in the text.
location effects (such as a galaxy-induced anisotropy in the
local gravitational constant) and a^, a,, a, predict pre-
ferred frame effects. The final set of PPN parameters,
C3, as well as as measure violations of global con-
servation laws for non-conservative theories.


